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Key Themes of “The Joy of the Gospel” from the ‘Man of the Year’ 

by Dick Kiernan 

 

A brief  Summary of Key Themes, followed by a 30 page readable Summary 

 

 Have you heard of the new bumper sticker?  “If you like Pope Francis, you’re gonna love Jesus.” 

On a regular basis the media is covering one topic after another and it is becoming apparent that this man speaks 

and lives the radical Good News of Jesus Christ.  Like his namesake, St. Francis, he is a radical reformer and 

proposing and initiating bold, courageous, and unconventional changes.  Beyond all the media stories---what is 

this man thinking?  “The Joy of the Gospel,” the first document from him makes it plain where he is taking the 

church.  This is a one page summary of key themes from this document. 

 

 First and foremost it is apparent he is a reformer.  We see that he cites the need for the reform of the 

papacy begun by Pope John Paul II and it is clear that he intends to take this further.  He believes in the law of 

subsidiarity which Pope John XXIII advocated, in other words, he believes in decentralization.  He says he is 

not planning on taking on all the issues of the world, rather, he expects the local bishops’ conferences and 

dioceses to discern the need for local changes.  Over and over he has sections in this document that cite a 

Scriptural basis for these reforms, and we see that this is carrying out Pope Benedict’s encyclical on this topic.  

He also is implementing reform in the priorities of the church saying things like the “Scriptures are more 

important than the pope.”  He is also calling for a reform of church structures and administration that he 

compares to Phariseeism.  Beyond these ecclesial, church reforms, we see that he proposes reforms in the lives 

of Christians, and  reform in the institutions of society such as government and economic systems, education 

and academia . . . radical reforms! yet all based on church documents and quotes from other popes so no one can 

say he is not being faithful to Catholic teaching.   

 

 Next, we see that he calls for a radical “inclusion” of the poor and of the vulnerable and all the reforms 

that he is proposing have the concerns for the poor in mind.  He recognizes a dignity and a treasure that has been 

bestowed by God on each person that we are called to value and discover.  Over and over he speaks about the 

need for the church to enter into dialogue with the world calling for solutions in education, economics, and 

politics that will not just feed the poor, but expect them to be included in society and fulfill their destiny.  At the 

same time he calls for dialogue and radical change, he says honestly that abortion is wrong and the unborn are 

defenseless and most vulnerable and the church cannot change the value of life, but we must do more to help 

pregnant women.  He also calls for greater inclusion of women in the life of the church and decision-making, yet 

he says that the male priesthood is a settled issue.  He also calls for the church to initiate peace in society and 

interreligious cooperation.         

 

 In this document there are blistering, hot sections that burn with the fire of a prophet and these remind 

us of the scathing criticisms that Jesus made against the Pharisees (see Mt. 23).   He challenges world economic 

systems and “trickle down economics” claiming that the prosperity of the rich also raises up the poor is a 

terribly naïve idea that is unacceptable.  He points out that the policies of the northern hemisphere want to turn 

Africa into a system where they are the cog in a wheel.  He critiques communications and mass media that is 

dismantling the traditional family values of Asia.  He objects to educational systems that ultimately train the 

poor to be tame and submissive.  He faults politicians and governments for favoring the rich or only the culture 

of the majority, but in all these critiques, he asks us to pray for the vocations of noble politicians and leaders of 

society to make radical changes.   

 

 Beyond all these societal challenges, so much of “The Joy of the Gospel” focuses on the individual call 

for Christians to change their lives.  Although the document is filled with references to Catholic belief and 
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practices referencing the Eucharist, adoration, the homily, the rosary, this document is also relevant to all the 

followers of Jesus.  He calls all Christians to be evangelizing disciples in our daily lives.  He calls for all 

Christians to stop warring with each other and show the world we are called “to love one another” (John 13), 

and seek unity (John 17).  This ecumenical audience is challenged to recognize how consumerism causes us to 

be unhappy unless a thousand comforts are met.  He speaks about how our churches form exclusive groups and 

often have an excessive focus on administration, and a whole variety of church problems such as clericalism and 

the need to form lay people and much of this document focuses on spirituality and pastoral advice.  Ultimately 

all of these social, ecclesial, and individual problems rob us of the great joy of sharing the Gospel which Pope 

Francis describes as the main focus of his papacy and his dream for the future church for many years to come. 
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Summary of Evangelii Gaudium (EG), The Joy of the Gospel, 

Pope Francis, November 2013 
 

Highlight (color) Key:  Text is highlighted in black to indicate it is to quickly review the main topic, text 

highlighted in red shows the most challenging sections, and blue the important sections. 

 

Evangelii Gaudium (EG) is an apostolic exhortation addressed to bishops, priests, religious, and 

lay people and its focus is on the proclamation of the Gospel in today’s world. 

 

#1 the joy of the gospel fills the hearts of all who encounter Jesus; those who accept his offer of 

salvation are set free from sin, sorrow, inner emptiness and loneliness; with Christ joy is constantly 

born anew, Pope Francis wishes to encourage us upon a new chapter of evangelization marked by joy 

and making out the church’s journey in years to come 

 

I. A joy ever new, a joy which is shared 
 

#2 today’s danger pervaded by consumerism is the desolation from a complacent and covetous 

heart, pursuit of pleasures and blunted conscience; whenever we are caught up in our own interests 

and concerns there is no longer room for others, no place for the poor; God’s voice is no longer heard, 

the joy of his love is no longer felt, and the desire to do good fades; these dangers are also very real for 

believers and cause us to be resentful, angry and listless; this is not God’s will for us and it is not the 

life in the Spirit from the heart of Christ 

#3 Pope Francis invites all Christians to a renewed personal encounter with Jesus, or at least be 

open to an encounter on a daily basis; this call is for everyone; the Lord does not disappoint those who 

take this risk—he is always there waiting for us; now it is time to say to Jesus, “Lord, I have let myself 

be deceived; in a thousand ways I have shunned your love, yet here I am once more, to renew my 

covenant with you.  I need you.  Save me once again, Lord, take me one more into your redeeming 

embrace.”---how good this feels and the Lord never tires of forgiving us, but we tire of seeking his 

mercy; Christ told us to forgive 70x7 (Mt. 18:22) and he gives us a dignity from his boundless love and 

restores our joy, he makes it possible for us to start anew; let us never give up—come what will—may 

nothing inspire more than his life. 

#4 The Old Testament predicted that the joy of salvation would come from the Messiah (Is. 9:3, 

12:6, 40:9, 49:13; Zech 9:9; Zeph 3:17; Sirach 14:11,14 

#5 The Gospel from the glory of the cross invites us to rejoice; examples are the angel’s greeting to 

Mary (Lk 1:28), John the Baptist leaping for joy in the womb (Lk 1:41), Mary proclaiming the joy of 

the Lord (Lk 1:47), Jesus beginning his ministry (John 3:29), Jesus rejoiced in the Holy Spirit 

following the mission of the 72 (Lk 10:21); he wants to give us this joy (John 15:11), he promises that 

our sorrow will be turned into joy (John 16:20), but we will see him again and no one can take our joy 

(John 16:22), and the disciples rejoiced when they say Jesus risen (John 20:20); Christians had glad 

hearts in early church (Acts 2:46); wherever they went there was great joy (Acts 8:8); even when they 

were persecuted they were filled with joy (Acts 13:52), the newly baptized eunuch was rejoicing (Acts 
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8:39), Paul’s jailor and household rejoiced (Acts 16:34)—why shouldn’t we enter into this great 

stream of joy? 
#6 there are Christians whose lives seem like Lent without Easter—but of course that joy is not 

expressed the same way at all times in life—especially at moments of great difficulty; joy adapts to 

changes, but always endures; Pope Francis understands the grief of people who have to endure great 

suffering—but we have to let the joy of faith revive amid great distress—“the steadfast love of the 

Lord never ceases, his mercies never come to an end, they are new every morning—great is your 

faithfulness . . . it is good that we should wait quietly for the salvation of the Lord (Lam 3:17-26) 

#7 sometimes we are tempted to find excuses and complain acting as if we could only be happy if 

a 1000 conditions were met—and our technological society has succeeded in increasing pleasure, 

but it does not engender joy; the most joyful people he has seen are the poor; he has also seen 

others who remained joyful in the midst of many professional obligations—all this comes from 

God; he quotes Pope Benedict XVI-- “Being a Christian is not the result of an ethical choice or a lofty 

idea, but the encounter with an event, a person, which gives life a new horizon and a decisive direction” 

#8 this encounter with God’s love which blossoms into enriching friendship we are liberated from 

the narrowness of self-absorption; we become fully human when we become more than human, 

when we let God bring us beyond ourselves in order to attain the fullest truth of our being.  This is 

the sources and inspiration of all our efforts at evangelization.   For if we have received the love 

which restores meaning to our lives, how can we fail to share that love with others? 

 

II. The delightful and comforting joy of evangelizing. 
 

#9 Goodness always tends to spread; authentic experience of truth and goodness seeks by its 

nature to grow within us, and we become more sensitive to others; goodness takes root and 

develops, and St. Paul says the love of Christ urges us on (2 Cor 5:14), and woe to me if I do not 

proclaim the Gospel (1Cor 9:16). 

#10 the Gospel offers life on a higher plane and more intensity; life grows as we give it away and 

it weakens in isolation and comfort; those who enjoy life are those who take risks; when the 

Church asks us to evangelize it leads to authentic personal fulfillment—life is attained and matures 

in the measure it is offered up to give life to others; let us recover the joy of evangelizing; let the 

world receive the good news from lives that glow with the fervor of Christ 

#11 a renewal of preaching can offer believers, lukewarm, and non-practicing—new joy in the 

faith and fruitfulness in evangelization; the message is unchanging:  God revealed his immense 

love in the crucifixion and resurrection of Christ—God constantly renews us (Is 40:31, Christ is 

eternal Gospel (Rev 14:6); he is the same yesterday, today, and forever (Heb 13:8), yet his beauty 

and riches are inexhaustible, the depths of his wisdom and knowledge are amazing (Rom 11:33); 

John of the Cross says God’s wisdom is so deep that the soul can always go deeper; Irenaeus-

Christ brought newness and renews our lives and communities—and even though we have had 

periods of darkness and weakness—it will never grow old; Jesus can also breakthrough our dull 

categories and amaze us by his divine creativity; whenever we return to the source-new avenues 

open and new expressions with new meaning for today’s world—authentic evangelization is always 

“new” 

#12 though this requires generosity on our part—it is not a heroic individual undertaking 

because it is the Lord’s work and surpasses anything we can do; in all evangelization it is the 

Lord’s work and we cooperate with him by the Holy Spirit; the church must clearly reveal that 
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“he has first loved us” (IJohn 4:19) and he alone gives the growth (1Cor 3:7), and this conviction 

helps us to be joyful in so demanding a challenge; God asks everything of us, yet at the same time 

he offers everything to us. 

#13 newness does not mean that we don’t remember the past; memory helps us remember and the 

Eucharist is the Church’s daily remembrance of the Passover (Lk 22:19); the joy of evangelization 

comes from grateful remembrance—several verses given about remembrance of God’s grace—the 

believer is essentially “one who remembers” 

 

III. The new evangelization for the transmission of the faith 
 

#14 the Holy Spirit helps us read the signs of the times, and the 2012 Synod of bishops gathered to discuss 

the new evangelization; this call is for all and carried out in three principal settings 

#15 first, in ordinary pastoral ministry to inflame the hearts of the faithful and help them grow spiritually 

so that they can respond to God’s love ever more fully; second, those who have been baptized but do not 

have a relationship with the church, so the church tries to help them experience conversion and restore the 

joy of faith and inspire a commitment to the Gospel, and lastly—to those who do not know Jesus and who 

have always rejected him, and many of them are quietly seeking God and they have a right to hear the 

Gospel and Christians have a duty to proclaim the Gospel without excluding them—not by proselytizing, but 

by attraction; JPII said the first task of the Church is to reach those who are far from Christ--missionary 

outreach is the key paradigm for all the Church’s activity; the Latin American bishops said we “cannot 

passively and calmly wait in our church buildings”; we must move from pastoral ministry of mere 

conservation to a missionary ministry—this is a task of immense joy as there is more joy in heaven over one 

sinner who repents than 99 others (Lk 15:7) 

#16 Pope Francis is happy to write this Exhortation at the request of the Synod and he intends to express 

his own concerns about the Church’s work of evangelization; there are countless issues involving 

evangelization but many of these questions call for further reflection and study, and the papal magisterium 

should not be expected to take on every issue, but a sound “decentralization” allows for bishops to address 

issues in their own territory 

#17 Here are some guidelines which can encourage and guide the whole Church in a new phase 

of evangelization marked by enthusiasm and vitality based on Lumen Gentium (literally-light of 

the world) are the following themes to discuss at length:   a) the reform of the Church in her 

missionary outreach; b) the temptations faced by pastoral workers; c) the Church, understood as 

the entire People of God which evangelizes; d) the homily and its preparation; e) the inclusion of 

the poor in society; f) peace and dialogue within society; g) the spiritual motivations for mission. 

#18 These topics are covered in detail to show their important practical implications for the 

Church’s mission today to give shape to a definitive style of evangelization which I ask for you to 

adopt in every activity which you undertake so we can live out the biblical exhortation in our daily 

lives:  “Rejoice in the Lord always; again I will say: Rejoice” (Phil 4:4) 

 

Chapter ONE:  The Church’s Missionary Transformation 
 

#19 Evangelization is based on the mandate of Jesus, “Go therefore and make disciples of all nations 

baptizing them in the name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit, teaching them to observe 

everything that I have commanded you,” (Mt 28:19-20); Jesus sent his followers to preach the Gospel in 

every time and place so the faith might spread to every corner of the earth 

 

I. A Church which goes forth. 
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#20 The word of God constantly challenges those who believe in him “to go forth”; Abraham received this 

call to a new land (Gen 12:1-3); Moses was sent to lead the people to the promised land (Ex 3:10,17); 

Jeremiah to all that God sends him (Jer 1:7); Jesus (Mt 28) and in “the changing scenarios and ever new 

challenges to the Church’s mission of evangelization” we are all called to take our part; each Christian and 

every community must discern the path that the Lord gives and go forth from our own comfort zone to reach 

all the “peripheries” in need of the light of the Gospel 

#21 the Gospel joy that enlivens the community of disciples is a missionary joy; the 72 disciples experienced 

this on the return from their mission (Lk 10:17); Jesus felt it when the Father revealed himself to the poor 

and the little ones (Lk 10:21); by the first converts at Pentecost (Acts 2:6).  This joy is a sign that the 

Gospel has been proclaimed and it is bearing fruit.  Yet the drive to go forth and give, to go out from 

ourselves, to keep pressing forward in our sowing of the good seed, remains ever present.  The Lord calls 

us to the next towns that he may preach there also (Mk 1:38). Jesus does not stay behind to explain things or 

perform more signs, the Spirit calls him to go to other towns. 

#22 God’s word is unpredictable in its power.  The Gospel seed grows while the farmer sleeps (Mk 4:26-

29).  The Church has to accept the unruly freedom of the word that surpasses our calculations and ways of 

thinking. 

#23  The Church’s closeness to Jesus is part of the journey; “communion and mission are profoundly 

interconnected”; in fidelity to Jesus it is profoundly important that the church preach the Gospel to all 

places on all occasions without hesitation; this is for all people, no one can be excluded; as the angel said 

to the shepherds in Bethlehem—this is a great joy which will come to all the people (Lk 2:10); and the Book 

of Revelation speaks of “an eternal Gospel” for people of every nation, tongue, tribe and people (Rev 14:6) 

 

Taking the first step, being involved and supportive, bearing fruit and rejoicing 

#24  The Church goes forth as a community of missionary disciples.  They know that the Lord has first 

loved us (1John 4:19), so we can go out boldly to those who have fallen away, to the outcasts, with an 

endless desire to show mercy—let’s try harder to take the first steps and we will be blessed if we do this 

(John 13:17).  An evangelizing community gets involved by word and deed in daily lives; it bridges 

distances, willingly humbles itself, embraces human life, touches the suffering of others.  Evangelizers thus 

take on the “smell of the sheep.”  An evangelizing community is supportive, standing by people every step 

of the way no matter how difficult or lengthy this may prove to be—patient expectation and apostolic 

endurance, disregard time constraints, bearing fruit.  The disciple is ready to put his or her whole life on the 

line, even to accepting martyrdom—yet the goal is not to make enemies but to see God’s word accepted.  

Finally an evangelizing community is filled with joy—it knows how to rejoice always.  Evangelization 

happens in the beauty of the liturgy where the church evangelizes and is herself evangelized; it is both a 

celebration of evangelization and the source of renewed self-giving. 

 

II. Pastoral activity and conversion 
#25  Pope Francis is aware that documents are no longer of high interest, but he wants to emphasize the 

practical significance of pastoral and missionary conversion which must change things; mere 

administration can no longer be enough—let us be “permanently in a state of mission.” 

#26 Paul VI invited us to deepen the call of renewal not just for individuals but for the whole church.  This 

must involve understanding the ideal church Jesus envisioned (Eph 5:27) and the actual image of the 

Church in the world today—this must be the Church’s heroic and impatient struggle for renewal and 

correcting flaws introduced by her members.  Vatican II called for ecclesial conversion as openness to a 

constant self-renewal . . . an increase of fidelity to her own calling. . . the pilgrim church in continual 

formation.  Ecclesial structures can hamper efforts at evangelization and even good structures are only 

helpful when there is a life constantly driving, sustaining and assessing them in an authentic evangelical 

spirit. 

 

An ecclesial renewal which cannot be deferred 
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#27  “I dream of a ‘missionary option,’ that is, a missionary impulse capable of transforming everything, 

so that the Church’s customs, ways of doing things, times and schedules, language and structures can be 

suitably channeled for the evangelization of today’s world rather than for her self-preservation.”    

-the renewal of church structures must be focused on mission orientation . . .making pastoral activity on 

every level more inclusive and open and inspire pastoral workers to go forth and elicit a positive response 

from all those whom Jesus is summoning to friendship with himself.  “all renewal in the Church must have 

mission as its goal if it is not to fall prey to a king of ecclesial introversion,” (JPII). 

#28 The parish is not an outdated institution because it possesses great flexibility depending on the 

openness of the pastor. . . If the parish fosters renewal and adaptivity—it continues to be relevant, and is 

meant to share God’s word, foster Christian growth, dialogue, proclamation, and charity to outsiders, and 

provide worship; the parish encourages and trains its members to evangelize and be the center of 

missionary outreach; but the parish has not yet accomplished these goals of missionary outreach 

#29 Other church institutions like basic communities, small communities, and movements and 

associations are raised by the Spirit and a source of enrichment and evangelization but they must remain 

close to the parish so they don’t lose part of the Gospel or become nomads 
#30 Every local diocese is called to missionary outreach and live out the fullness of the church; and the 

pope asks each particular Church to discern and reform to do this  

#31 the bishop must foster leadership to bring about missionary outreach 

#32 the role of the papacy needs reform without losing essential elements of this call as JPII asked, but this 

has not yet been accomplished as the church is still excessively centralized 

#33 we must abandon the complacent attitude that says: “We have always done it this way”. I invite 

everyone to be bold and creative in this task of rethinking the goals, structures, style and methods of 

evangelization in their respective communities. . . . I encourage everyone to apply the guidelines found in 

this document generously and courageously, without inhibitions or fear. The important thing is to not walk 

alone, but to rely on each other as brothers and sisters, and especially under the leadership of the bishops, 

in a wise and realistic pastoral discernment. 

 

III. From the heart of the Gospel 
#34 the message of the Gospel may be distorted by media, secondary elements may be overemphasized 

#35 in pastoral ministry we must focus on the essentials rather than a multitude of doctrines 

#36 the Gospel focuses on the death and resurrection of Jesus, and Vat II speaks of hierarchy of truths 

#37 St. Thomas speaks of a hierarchy of moral teaching with mercy the greatest and it can be summed up 

by Gal 5:6 faith expressing itself through love 

#38 it is important to have a balance of teaching from the Council, ie. not putting law over grace or church 

over Christ, or the pope over the Scriptures 

#39 there is an organic unity and call to value all the virtues and full message, and faith is not primarily a 

moral code rather:   Before all else, the Gospel invites us to respond to the God of love who saves us, to 

see God in others and to go forth from ourselves to seek the good of others. 

 

IV. A mission embodied within human limits 
#40 the Church is a missionary disciple needing to grow in interpreting the revealed word 

#41  . . . “today’s vast and rapid cultural changes demand that we constantly seek ways of expressing 

unchanging truths in a language which brings out their abiding newness”  

#42 balanced teaching has great relevance for the preaching of the Gospel clearly, and beyond clear 

reasons and arguments “We need to remember that all religious teaching ultimately has to be reflected in 

the teacher’s way of life” 

#43 the Church must give up certain customs which are not directly connected to the heart of the Gospel 

that are no longer properly understood, and God’s mercy has willed that we should be free, so precepts 

should be applied moderately to “not burden the lives of the faithful”  

#44 pastors and lay faithful must be careful to emphasize mercy for those they mentor, ie. Confession 
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#45 evangelization always seeks to communicate more effectively and avoid rigidity and defensiveness and 

is open to all (1Cor 9) and is not afraid to get shoes soiled by the mud of the street 

 

V. A mother with an open heart 

#46  Going out to others in order to reach the fringes of humanity does not mean rushing out aimlessly into 

the world. Often it is better simply to slow down, to put aside our eagerness in order to see and listen to 

others, to stop rushing from one thing to another and to remain with someone who has faltered along the 

way. At times we have to be like the father of the prodigal son, who always keeps his door open so that when 

the son returns, he can readily pass through it. 

#47 The Church is called to have doors always wide open—all can be part of the community, and 

sacraments should not be closed for any reason---especially baptism.  “The Eucharist, although it is the 

fullness of sacramental life, is not a prize for the perfect but a powerful medicine and nourishment for the 

weak.” 

#48 the whole Church has to go forth to everyone without exception, and especially to the poor and sick 

(Luke 14:14) who are privileged recipients of the Gospel—we may never abandon the poor 

#49. “Let us go forth, then, let us go forth to offer everyone the life of Jesus Christ. Here I repeat for the 

entire Church what I have often said to the priests and laity of Buenos Aires: I prefer a Church which is 

bruised, hurting and dirty because it has been out on the streets, rather than a Church which is unhealthy 

from being confined and from clinging to its own security. I do not want a Church concerned with being at 

the center and which then ends by being caught up in a web of obsessions and procedures. If something 

should rightly disturb us and trouble our consciences, it is the fact that so many of our brothers and sisters 

are living without the strength, light and consolation born of friendship with Jesus Christ, without a 

community of faith to support them, without meaning and a goal in life. More than by fear of going astray, 

my hope is that we will be moved by the fear of remaining shut up within structures which give us a false 

sense of security, within rules which make us harsh judges, within habits which make us feel safe, while at 

our door people are starving and Jesus does not tire of saying to us: “Give them something to eat” 

(Mk 6:37).” 

 

 

CHAPTER TWO:  AMID THE CRISIS OF COMMUNAL COMMITMENT 

 

#50 we need to avoid “diagnostic overload” or sociological analysis and approach as missionary disciples 

nourished by the light and strength of the Holy Spirit 

#51 “It is not the task of the Pope to offer a detailed and complete analysis of contemporary reality, but I do 

exhort all the communities to an “ever watchful scrutiny of the signs of the times”; we need to discern 

spirits and recognize fruit of kingdom from what opposes God’s plans 
 

I. Some challenges of today’s world 
#52 in our time humanity is experiencing a turning-point in history from advances in many fields like 

health care, education, and communications; but at the same time the majority of people are barely living 

from day to day; diseases are spreading, fear grips people, joy is lacking, violence is on the rise, inequality 

is increasing; rapid improvements in science and technology living in an age of knowledge and information 
 

No to an economy of exclusion 

#53 the value of life that comes from the Commandments, “thou shalt not kill” also applies to economy; 

“How can it be that it is not a news item when an elderly homeless person dies of exposure, but it is news 

when the stock market loses two points? . . . Can we continue to stand by when food is thrown away while 

people are starving? Today everything comes under the laws of competition and the survival of the fittest, 

where the powerful feed upon the powerless. As a consequence, masses of people find themselves excluded 

and marginalized: without work, without possibilities, without any means of escape.  Human beings are 
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themselves considered consumer goods to be used and then discarded. We have created a “throw away” 

culture which is now spreading. It is no longer simply about exploitation and oppression” . . .  

#54 for example a “trickle down” economic theory results in a naïve trust in the powerful which excludes 

the poor and this results in indifference to the pain of the poor and blames them their lack 
 

No to the new idolatry of money 

55. one cause of this is dominion and dictatorship of money  lacking the primacy of the person 

56. the system allows the earnings of the rich to grow exponentially resulting in a gap from the majority 

and a new tyranny, and the state is unable to care for the common good; debt and the accumulation of 

interest prevents countries from developing their potential; add corruption and tax evasion allowing the 

powerful in world-wide rule 
 

No to a financial system which rules rather than serves 

57. “Behind this attitude lurks a rejection of ethics and a rejection of God. . . . With this in mind, I 

encourage financial experts and political leaders to ponder the words of one of the sages of antiquity,” 

Saint John Chrysostom: “Not to share one’s wealth with the poor is to steal from them and to take away 

their livelihood. It is not our own goods which we hold, but theirs”. 

58. A financial reform open to such ethical considerations would require a vigorous change of approach on 

the part of political leaders. I urge them to face this challenge with determination and an eye to the future, 

while not ignoring, of course, the specifics of each case. Money must serve, not rule! The Pope loves 

everyone, rich and poor alike, but he is obliged in the name of Christ to remind all that the rich must help, 

respect and promote the poor. I exhort you to generous solidarity and to the return of economics and 

finance to an ethical approach which favors human beings. 
 

No to the inequality which spawns violence 

59. in response there is a call for greater security to eliminate violence and the poor are blamed, but until 

exclusion and inequality are reversed aggression and conflict will grow because the system at its root is 

evil and it undermines the structures of society;. . “We are far from the so-called “end of history”, since 

the conditions for a sustainable and peaceful development have not yet been adequately articulated and 

realized.” 

60. Today’s economic systems result in unbridled consumerism combined with inequality damages the 

social fabric which is maintained by violence and reliance on weapons and conflicts; the poor are unjustly 

blamed for this and one response is to use “education” to tranquilize and tame the poor and poor countries 

which is even more exasperating for the marginalized given the rooted corruption in gov’t, business, 

institutions and ideologies  
 

Some cultural challenges 

61. We also evangelize when we attempt to confront the various challenges such as religious freedom and 

persecutions against Christians caused by crisis of ideologies which is really indifferentism 

62. globalization hastens the deterioration of cultural roots trying advance ethically debilitated economic 

systems, for example, the northern hemisphere trying to turn Africa into a machine or by mass media 

undermining Asian culture threatening traditional values, marriage and family  

63. The Catholic faith of many peoples is nowadays being challenged by the proliferation of new religious 

movements, some of which tend to fundamentalism while others seem to propose a spirituality without God 

. . . These religious movements, not without a certain shrewdness, . .  .within a predominantly individualistic 

culture, a vacuum left by secularist rationalism. Within the church there may also be a bureaucratic and 

administrative approach that prevails over a pastoral approach . . .  a concentration on administering the 

sacraments apart from other forms of evangelization. 

64. secularization by rejecting the transcendent has produced a growing deterioration of ethics, a 

weakening of the sense of personal and collective sin, and a steady increase in relativism. These have led to 

a general sense of disorientation, especially in the periods of adolescence and young adulthood which are 
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so vulnerable to change.  As the US bishops have rightly pointed out, while the Church insists on the 

existence of objective moral norms which are valid for everyone, “there are those in our culture who 

portray this teaching as unjust, that is, as opposed to basic human rights. Such claims usually follow from a 

form of moral relativism that is joined, not without inconsistency, to a belief in the absolute rights of 

individuals. In this view, the Church is perceived as promoting a particular prejudice and as interfering 

with individual freedom”. We are living in an information-driven society which bombards us 

indiscriminately with data . . .  and which leads to remarkable superficiality in the area of moral 

discernment. In response, we need to provide an education which teaches critical thinking and encourages 

the development of mature moral values. 

65. in many countries the Catholic Church in solidarity with the poor is trusted for opposing the secularism 

through schools and universities 

66. the family is experiencing a profound crisis, the fundamental cell of society where we learn to belong to 

one another and pass faith to the children; marriage now tends to be viewed as a form of mere emotional 

satisfaction that can be reconstructed in any way, rather than a deep obligation and total communion of life 

67. The individualism of our postmodern and globalized era favours a lifestyle which weakens the 

development and stability of personal relationships and distorts family bonds. Pastoral activity needs to 

bring out more clearly the fact that our relationship with the Father demands and encourages a communion 

which heals, promotes and reinforces interpersonal bonds. In our world, especially in some countries, 

different forms of war and conflict are re-emerging, yet we Christians remain steadfast in our intention to 

respect others, to heal wounds, to build bridges, to strengthen relationships and to “bear one another’s 

burdens” (Gal 6:2). Today too, various associations for the defence of rights and the pursuit of noble goals 

are being founded. This is a sign of the desire of many people to contribute to social and cultural progress. 
 

Challenges to inculturating the faith 

68. The Christian foundation of society in the West is a moral resource which preserves the values of 

authentic Christian humanism as a foundation standing against secularism 

69. evangelization must transform culture; in Catholic countries this means reinforcing what exists but 

also confronting machismo, alcoholism, domestic violence, low Mass attendance, fatalistic or superstitious 

notions which lead to sorcery; in secular countries it will call for new processes  

70. in some places outward expressions hinders transformation such as traditions, private revelations, 

individualistic and sentimental devotions which may not be concerned with authentic popular piety, 

advancement of society or the formation of laity; and in recent decades a breakdown of family faith 

practices causing an exodus to other faith communities or vulnerability to consumerism 

 

Challenges from urban cultures 

71. God’s revelation describes the new Jerusalem, the holy city (cf. Rev 21:2-4), as the fullness of humanity 

and realization of history; we need a vision of cities where God dwells in homes and neighborhoods and  

where God dwells fostering solidarity, fraternity, and the desire for goodness, truth and justice.  

72. In cities, as opposed to the countryside, the religious dimension of life is expressed by different lifestyles, 

daily rhythms linked to places and people. In their daily lives people must often struggle for survival. . .  

including a deep religious sense. We must . . . enter into a dialogue like that of our Lord and the Samaritan 

woman at the well where she sought to quench her thirst (cf. Jn 4:1-15). 

73. New cultures with new ways emerge in cities that often have differences with the Gospel and this 

creates opportunities for the new evangelization; this challenges us to find new, innovative ways for prayer 

and communion [my note-in Buenos Aires priests set up yellow tents in the public square for evangelization, 

prayer, baptism, and communion], this challenge also applies to rural areas where the media is changing 

the culture   

74. Cities are multicultural and subcultures exist side by side which involve segregation and often violence; 

evangelization is called for and the service of the Church to be involved in a difficult dialogue; cities also 
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have half citizens or non-citizens presenting obstacles and suffering hindering their survival calling for a 

voice and justice which cannot be silenced by force 

75. Cities have problems-human trafficking, drugs, exploitation of youth, abandonment of elderly and sick, 

corruption and criminal activity and these can be places of encounter and solidarity instead of isolation and 

distrust; the Gospel is the best remedy and can be a basis for restoring the dignity of human life in our 

cities, but it must not be rigid, but find ways to adapt to the complex realities    

 

II. Temptations faced by pastoral workers 
76. Intro:  gratitude for all who work for the Church; desires to focus on the challenges faced is global 

culture; the contribution of the Church is enormous, but we feel pain and shame for sins (scandals) and our 

own sin; this involves comforting the dying, being present to the addicted, educating young people, caring 

for elderly, loving humanity inspired by God; this encourages us to overcome selfishness 

#77 the globalized culture offers new possibilities but also limits us; so he desires to help us face 

temptations 

 

Yes to the challenge of a missionary spirituality 

#78 many pastoral workers are concerned for their personal freedom and relaxation; they need to see their 

ministry as part of  their identity, and the spiritual life more than religious exercises; confronting three evils 

opposing evangelization:  individualism, crisis of identity, cooling of fervor 

#79 media, culture, intellectualism convey skepticism and cynicism toward the Church’s message and it 

results in having an inferiority complex and conceals their Christian identity and convictions—this 

produces a vicious cycle of desiring to be like everyone else and limiting the work of evangelization 

#80 pastoral workers fall in a relativism denying God and the Gospel and causes them to seek a lifestyle of 

financial security, power, or human glory rather than giving their lives to missionary enthusiasm 

 

No to selfishness and spiritual sloth 

81. instead of “missionary dynamism” so many lay people resist apostolic work that may take away from 

their free time, for example, it is difficult to find trained parish catechists or priests obsessed with keeping 

their free time—guarding their time and fearing the task of evangelization At a time when we most need a 

missionary dynamism which will bring salt and light to the world, many lay people fear that they may be 

asked to undertake some apostolic work and they seek to avoid any responsibility that may take away from 

their free time instead of a joyful response to God’s love 

#82 the problem may be unwise activity, inadequate motives, limited spirituality, weariness in work, illness 

and fatique; this causes some to take on unrealistic projects and expectations, vain dreams, apathy---

obsession with immediate results causing us to accept the cross 

#83 the result is the Church takes on a “gray pragmatism” to carry on normally which is small mindedness 

and the joy of evangelization is lost 

 

No to a sterile pessimism 

84. Instead of pessimism look upon the evils of the world as challenges for growth and not forget where sin 

abounds grace abounds more, and Blessed John XXIII said:  

 “At times we have to listen, much to our regret, to the voices of people who, though burning with 

zeal, lack a sense of discretion and measure. In this modern age they can see nothing but 

prevarication and ruin … We feel that we must disagree with those prophets of doom who are 

always forecasting disaster, as though the end of the world were at hand. In our times, divine 

Providence is leading us to a new order of human relations which, by human effort and even beyond 

all expectations, are directed to the fulfilment of God’s superior and inscrutable designs, in which 

everything, even human setbacks, leads to the greater good of the Church”. 
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#85 one most serious temptation stifling boldness and zeal is defeatism which turns us into pessimists, but 

the Lord says through St. Paul  “My grace is sufficient for you, for my power is made perfect in weakness” 

(2 Cor 12:9).  

#86 in some places secularism causes people to build without God and eliminate Christian roots; in other 

places there is violent opposition to Christianity; family and workplaces are also places to preserve faith; in 

these situations we are called to be living sources of water and remain hopeful 

 

Yes to the new relationships brought by Christ 

87. human communication have made unprecedented advances, but we sense the challenge of living in 

solidarity and fraternity and seek greater possibilities for encounter . . . To go out of ourselves and to join 

others is healthy for us. To be self-enclosed is to taste the bitter poison of immanence, and humanity will be 

worse for every selfish choice we make. 

88. The Christian ideal will always help us overcome defensive attitudes that want purely spiritual faith with 

social media for their personal relationships that screens out face to face encounter and avoids physical 

contact with the pain and pleas of those in need; by the Incarnation of the Son of God “summoned us to the 

revolution of tenderness” 

89. The realm of religion must avoid isolation, spiritual consumerism, and individualism which prevents us 

from responding to people’s thirst for God; the Church must engage this need and offer healing and 

liberation bringing life and peace and summon them to fraternal communion and missionary fruitfulness—

otherwise life is neither truly human nor glorifying to God  

90. Genuine religion incarnates faith in culture involving personal relationship with God, Christ, Mary and 

the saints, not with vague spiritual energies, escapism, spiritual well-being, theology of prosperity of other 

forms of depersonalized self-centeredness 

91. the solution must involve a personal relationship with God that commits us to serve others; today we 

often keep apart from others and avoid creating deep and stable bonds; we have to learn how to encounter 

others with the right attitude as to accept and esteem them as companions as Jesus would including 

accepting unjust attacks or ingratitude 

92. the way we relate to others brings us true healing-it is a mystical fraternity capable of seeing the 

grandeur of others, finding God in every person, opening the heart to divine love; disciples are called to live 

as community, the salt of the earth and light of the world in fidelity to the Gospel 

 

No to spiritual worldliness 

93. Spiritual worldliness which takes many forms and hides behind religious appearances and seeking 

human glory and self-interest is like Phariseeism not seeking God’s glory (John 5:44, Phil 2:21).  

94. this spiritual worldliness can be related to Gnosticism with a purely subjective faith and experiences, or 

self-absorbed neopelagianism of those who ultimately trust only in their own powers and feel superior to 

others because they observe certain rules or remain faithful to a particular Catholic style from the past; but 

these result in a narcissistic and authoritarian elitism, whereby instead of evangelizing, one analyzes and 

classifies others, and instead of opening the door to grace, one exhausts his or her energies in inspecting 

and verifying. Both of these are really not concerned about Jesus, but they are adulterated forms of 

Christianity. 

95. This insidious worldliness is evident in a number of attitudes which appear opposed, yet all have the 

same pretense of “taking over the space of the Church”. In some people we see an ostentatious 

preoccupation for the liturgy, for doctrine and for the Church’s prestige, but without any concern that the 

Gospel have a real impact on God’s faithful people and the concrete needs of the present time. In this way, 

the life of the Church turns into a museum piece or something which is the property of a select few. In 

others, this spiritual worldliness lurks behind a fascination with social and political gain, or pride in their 

ability to manage practical affairs, or an obsession with programs of self-help and self-realization. It can 

also translate into a concern to be seen, into a social life full of appearances, meetings, dinners and 

receptions. It can also lead to a business mentality, caught up with management, statistics, plans and 
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evaluations whose principal beneficiary is not God’s people but the Church as an institution. The mark of 

Christ, incarnate, crucified and risen, is not present; closed and elite groups are formed, and no effort is 

made to go forth and seek out those who are distant or the immense multitudes who thirst for Christ. 

Evangelical fervor is replaced by the empty pleasure of complacency and self-indulgence. 

96. this thinking involves vainglory, power, and rank; but real Church is glorious because of sacrifice, daily 

struggles, service and fidelity, . . .  for all work is “the sweat of our brow”. Instead, . . we indulge in endless 

fantasies and we lose contact with the real lives and difficulties of our people. 

97. These worldly people reject and discredit prophets who raise questions, they have a limited outlook; this 

tremendous corruption is disguised by good but let us go with Christ out to the poor . . . God save us from 

a worldly Church with superficial spiritual and pastoral trappings! This stifling worldliness can only be 

healed by breathing in the pure air of the Holy Spirit who frees us from self-centeredness cloaked in an 

outward religiosity bereft of God. Let us not allow ourselves to be robbed of the Gospel! 

 

No to warring among ourselves 

98. we cannot let envy and jealousy cause us to war against others, even Christians in our different 

communities or neighborhoods or workplace; sometimes we create an exclusive inner circle instead of 

belonging to the whole Church 

99. Our world is being torn apart by wars and violence, and wounded by a widespread individualism which 

divides human beings, setting them against one another as they pursue their own well-being. In various 

countries, conflicts and old divisions from the past are re-emerging. I especially ask Christians in 

communities throughout the world to offer a radiant and attractive witness of fraternal communion. Let 

everyone admire how you care for one another, and how you encourage and accompany one another: “By 

this everyone will know that you are my disciples, if you have love for one another” (Jn 13:35). This was 

Jesus’ heartfelt prayer to the Father: “That they may all be one... in us... so that the world may believe” 

(Jn 17:21). Beware of the temptation of jealousy! We are all in the same boat and headed to the same port! 

Let us ask for the grace to rejoice in the gifts of each, which belong to all. 

100. We must overcome historical divisions by accepting and offering forgiveness and reconciliation and 

seeking authentic communities to overcome “enmity, division, calumny, defamation, vendetta, jealousy  . . . 

even to persecutions which appear as veritable witch hunts. Whom are we going to evangelize if this is the 

way we act?” 

101. Ask the Lord for love . . . St. Paul says, “Do not be overcome by evil, but overcome evil with good” 

(Rom 12:21). And again: “Let us not grow weary in doing what is right” (Gal 6:9). . . . let us say to the 

Lord: “Lord, I am angry with this person, with that person. I pray to you for him and for her”. To pray for a 

person with whom I am irritated is a beautiful step forward in love, and an act of evangelization. Let us do it 

today! Let us not allow ourselves to be robbed of the ideal of fraternal love! 

 

Other ecclesial challenges 

102. Lay people are, put simply, the vast majority of the people of God. The minority – ordained ministers – 

are at their service. There has been a growing awareness of the identity and mission of the laity in the 

Church. We can count on many lay persons, although still not nearly enough, who have a deeply-rooted 

sense of community and great fidelity to the tasks of charity, catechesis and the celebration of the faith. At 

the same time, a clear awareness of this responsibility of the laity, grounded in their baptism and 

confirmation, does not appear in the same way in all places. In some cases, it is because lay persons have 

not been given the formation needed to take on important responsibilities. In others, it is because in their 

particular Churches room has not been made for them to speak and to act, due to an excessive clericalism 

which keeps them away from decision-making. Even if many are now involved in the lay ministries, this 

involvement is not reflected in a greater penetration of Christian values in the social, political and economic 

sectors. It often remains tied to tasks within the Church, without a real commitment to applying the Gospel 

to the transformation of society. The formation of the laity and the evangelization of professional and 

intellectual life represent a significant pastoral challenge. 
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103. The Church acknowledges the indispensable contribution which women make to society through the 

sensitivity, intuition and other distinctive skill sets which they, more than men, tend to possess. I think, for 

example, of the special concern which women show to others, which finds a particular, even if not exclusive, 

expression in motherhood. I readily acknowledge that many women share pastoral responsibilities with 

priests, helping to guide people, families and groups and offering new contributions to theological 

reflection. But we need to create still broader opportunities for a more incisive female presence in the 

Church. Because “the feminine genius is needed in all expressions in the life of society, the presence of 

women must also be guaranteed in the workplace”[72] and in the various other settings where important 

decisions are made, both in the Church and in social structures. 

104. Demands that the legitimate rights of women be respected, based on the firm conviction that men and 

women are equal in dignity, present the Church with profound and challenging questions which cannot be 

lightly evaded. The reservation of the priesthood to males, as a sign of Christ the Spouse who gives 

himself in the Eucharist, is not a question open to discussion, but it can prove especially divisive if 

sacramental power is too closely identified with power in general. It must be remembered that when we 

speak of sacramental power “we are in the realm of function, not that of dignity or holiness”.[73] The 

ministerial priesthood is one means employed by Jesus for the service of his people, yet our great dignity 

derives from baptism, which is accessible to all. The configuration of the priest to Christ the head – namely, 

as the principal source of grace – does not imply an exaltation which would set him above others. In the 

Church, functions “do not favor the superiority of some vis-à-vis the others”.[74] Indeed, a woman, Mary, 

is more important than the bishops. Even when the function of ministerial priesthood is considered 

“hierarchical”, it must be remembered that “it is totally ordered to the holiness of Christ’s 

members”.[75] Its key and axis is not power understood as domination, but the power to administer the 

sacrament of the Eucharist; this is the origin of its authority, which is always a service to God’s people. 

This presents a great challenge for pastors and theologians, who are in a position to recognize more fully 

what this entails with regard to the possible role of women in decision-making in different areas of the 

Church’s life. 

105. Youth ministry, as traditionally organized, has also suffered the impact of social changes. Young 

people often fail to find responses to their concerns, needs, problems and hurts in the usual structures. As 

adults, we find it hard to listen patiently to them, to appreciate their concerns and demands, and to speak to 

them in a language they can understand. For the same reason, our efforts in the field of education do not 

produce the results expected. The rise and growth of associations and movements mostly made up of young 

people can be seen as the work of the Holy Spirit, who blazes new trails to meet their expectations and their 

search for a deep spirituality and a more real sense of belonging. There remains a need, however, to ensure 

that these associations actively participate in the Church’s overall pastoral efforts.[76] 

106. despite the challenges of reaching young people, progress has been made in involving the entire 

community in reaching and educating the young and in involving them in leadership; youth are taking on 

many problems of the world through activism, volunteer work, the life of the church, missionary initiatives 

and street preaching   

107. the decline of vocations to the priesthood and religious life is often due to a lack of apostolic fervor; 

even when the priests are not joyful or committed, vocations can emerge by vibrant communities especially 

if they are praying for vocations and courageously propose this to their young people; at the same time we 

need better processes for selecting candidates for the priesthood; sometimes this involves wrong motivations 

such as the pursuit of power, or economic well-being 

108. not everything has been covered here, but the pope invites communities to reflect on these perspectives 

and “read the signs of the times” and especially listen to the youth and elderly because both represent a 

source of hope; elderly bring memory and wisdom of experience to avoid repeating foolish mistakes and the 

young call us to “renewed and expansive hope” for the future and avoid clinging to a past nostalgia that is 

no longer relevant 

109. Challenges exist to be overcome! Let us be realists, but without losing our joy, our boldness and our 

hope-filled commitment. Let us not allow ourselves to be robbed of missionary vigor! 
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CHAPTER THREE, THE PROCLAMATION OF THE GOSPEL 

 

110. . . . I would now like to speak of the task which bears upon us in every age and place, for “there can be 

no true evangelization without the explicit proclamation of Jesus as Lord”, and without “the primacy of 

the proclamation of Jesus Christ in all evangelizing work”.[77] Acknowledging the concerns of the Asian 

bishops, John Paul II told them that if the Church “is to fulfil its providential destiny, evangelization as the 

joyful, patient and progressive preaching of the saving death and resurrection of Jesus Christ must be your 

absolute priority.”[78] These words hold true for all of us. 

 

I. The entire people of God proclaims the Gospel 
111. Evangelization is the task of the Church. . . the agent of evangelization, is more than an organic and 

hierarchical institution; she is first and foremost a people advancing on its pilgrim way towards God.. . . 

 

A people for everyone 

112. The salvation which God offers us is the work of his mercy. No human efforts, however good they may 

be, can enable us to merit so great a gift. God, by his sheer grace, draws us to himself and makes us one 

with him.[79] He sends his Spirit into our hearts to make us his children, transforming us and enabling us to 

respond to his love by our lives. The Church is sent by Jesus Christ as the sacrament of the salvation offered 

by God.[80] Through her evangelizing activity, she cooperates as an instrument of that divine grace which 

works unceasingly and inscrutably.  Benedict XVI put it nicely at the beginning of the Synod’s reflections: 

“It is important always to know that the first word, the true initiative, the true activity comes from God and 

only by inserting ourselves into the divine initiative, only begging for this divine initiative, shall we too be 

able to become – with him and in him – evangelizers”.[81] This principle of the primacy of grace must be a 

beacon which constantly illuminates our reflections on evangelization. 

113. salvation is for everyone; God calls us as a church-not individuals and the Church is meant to include 

everyone-not an exclusive or elite group, “Go and make disciples” 

114. As Church we are called to bring the Gospel to the world; Church is a place of mercy . . . where 

everyone can feel welcomed, loved, forgiven and encouraged to live the good life of the Gospel. 

 

A people of many faces 

115. God’s Church is incarnate in the peoples—each with its own culture and involves the totality of their 

lives 

116. every culture has its unique identity and the Holy Spirit enriches every culture and its diversity 

showing true catholicity 

117. proper cultural diversity is not a threat to Church unity—the Holy Spirit transforms us and brings us 

into perfect, multifaceted harmony, not uniformity  

118. example of Oceania seeking to develop traditions faithful to their unique indigenous culture rather 

than a European mode based on some past time. 

 

We are all missionary disciples 

119. The Holy Spirit sanctifies us and impels us to evangelize and guides us in truth leading to salvation; 

God gives us an instinct of faith—sensus fidei to intuitively grasp divine realities 

120. by our baptism all of us have become missionary discipleship (Mt: 28:19), and agents of 

evangelization; not reserved for experts—but for everyone—there is not a need for a lot of training for the 

first Christians immediately became “missionary disciples” (the Samaritan woman, St. Paul, etc) 
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121.  all  are called to mature in evangelization and receive training, but this does not means we should 

postpone the evangelizing mission; we start immediately and grow in this call 

 

The evangelizing power of popular piety 

122.  as the Gospel is inculturated it is transmitted in ever new forms; popular piety is a true expression of 

this ongoing process and the Holy Spirit is the principal agent   

123. Popular piety embodies the faith in a culture, though looked down upon in the past, it was appreciated 

by Pope Paul VI (EN)  

124. The Latin America, Aparecida Document describes the riches which the Holy Spirit pours forth in 

popular piety by symbols rather than discursive reasoning-do not stifle these expressions 

125. As examples, the Good Shepherd would look kindly on poor mothers praying the rosary, a candle lit in 

homes for prayer 

126  popular piety has much to teach us; they are a locus theologicus 

 

Person to person 

127. the Church seeks to experience a profound missionary renewal, through preaching in daily life as we 

meet neighbors or complete strangers and preach in the middle of a conversation in any location 

128. this everyday life preaching is always respectful and gentle; it comes by personal dialogue as a person 

shares their joys, hopes, and concerns, and then we may bring up God’s word, reading a Bible verse, 

relating a story based on the fundamental story about God who became a man to give his life for us; the 

message has to be shared humbly as one who is always willing to learn, at times it can be given directly by a 

personal witness as led by the Holy Spirit, and if it seems right it could end with a brief prayer related to the 

concerns the person shared so the person knows you have heard and understood  

129. the Gospel should not always be shared by “fixed formulations learned by heart” but in a great 

number of diverse ways; where Christians are in the minority this should happen by all the Christians   

130. The Holy Spirit also enriches the evangelizing Church with different charisms which enable God’s 

people to bring God’s love and the Gospel to the world and connect the church into the world 

131. Differences between persons and communities can sometimes prove uncomfortable, but the Holy 

Spirit is the sources of the diversity, plurality, and diversity bringing all into unity, but our human  

calculations often become self-enclosed, exclusive, and divisive  resulting in monolithic uniformity 

132. In sharing the Gospel in professional, scientific and academic circles, this means an encounter 

between faith, reason and the sciences involving apologetics and credible arguments 

133. a theology of evangelization is needed—a dialogue with the sciences and human experiences to 

determine how to bring the Gospel to different cultural contexts, and theologians and scientists are called 

on, but remember to to evangelize and not be content with a “desk-bound theology”. 

134. Catholic Schools and Universities are outstanding environments for articulating and developing this 

evangelizing commitment in an interdisciplinary way to explicitly proclaim the Gospel.  

 

II. The homily 
135. Let us now look at preaching within the liturgy, which calls for serious consideration by pastors. I will 

dwell in particular, and even somewhat meticulously, on the homily and its preparation, since so many 

concerns have been expressed about this important ministry . . . The homily is the touchstone for judging a 

pastor’s closeness and ability to communicate to his people. We know that the faithful attach great 

importance to it, and that both they and their ordained ministers suffer because of homilies: the laity from 

having to listen to them and the clergy from having to preach them! It is sad that this is the case. The homily 

can actually be an intense and happy experience of the Spirit, a consoling encounter with God’s word, a 

constant source of renewal and growth. 

136.Be confident because God seeks to reach others through the preacher and share his human words. Let 

us renew our confidence in preaching, based on the conviction that it is God who seeks to reach out to 

others through the preacher, and that he displays his power through human words. (Rom 10:14-17). Note 
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the example of Jesus ( Mk 1:45); they were amazed at his teachings (Mk 6:2), and they sensed that he spoke 

to them as one with authority (cf. Mk 1:27). By their words the apostles, whom Christ established “to be 

with him and to be sent out to preach” (Mk 3:14)( Mt 16:15.20). 

The liturgical context 

137. the homily is not so much for meditation and catechesis, rather a dialogue between God and his people 

where the great deeds of salvation are proclaimed and the demands of the covenant are continually restated.  

This is a “supreme moment” because it leads to sacramental communion. . . The preacher must know the 

heart of his community, in order to realize where its desire for God is alive and ardent, as well as where 

that dialogue, once loving, has been thwarted and is now barren. 

138. The homily is not be entertainment yet it does need to give life.  As part of the liturgy it should be brief 

and avoid resembling a speech.  . . . If it is too long it will take away from . . .  Christ in the Eucharist.  

 

A mother’s conversation,  

139. By the Spirit, the Church is like a mother who cares for her children and the homily is a time to 

express that in a conversation inspiring the preaching.   

140. This maternal and ecclesial setting should encourage the closeness of the preacher to the people. 

141. By Jesus example attracting ordinary people looking beyond their weaknesses to care for the flock 

(Lk 12:32), he preaches with joy in the Spirit (Lk 10:21); the preacher should do the same.  

 

Words which set hearts on fire 

142. The homily is more than stating the truth, but expresses love through words—not just moralisitic or 

doctrinaire, lecture and exegesis—it is a heart to heart dialogue with beauty and goodness. 

143. The challenge of an inculturated preaching consists in synthesizing heartfelt fervor bringing God’s 

love to the people. The preacher is a mediator “what we preach is not ourselves, but Jesus Christ as Lord, 

with ourselves as your servants for Jesus’ sake” (2 Cor 4:5). 

144. To speak from the heart means that our hearts must not just be on fire, but also enlightened by the 

fullness of revelation . . . by the path of the God’s word in the Church throughout history. 

 

III. Preparing to preach 
145. Preparation for preaching should involve  a prolonged time of study, prayer, reflection and pastoral 

creativity; including personal and community time; Pope Francis offers a method for this   

 

Reverence for truth 

146. The first step, after calling upon the Holy Spirit in prayer, is to give our entire attention to the biblical 

text, giving us a “reverence for the truth. Preparation for preaching requires love. We only devote periods 

of quiet time to the things or the people whom we love; and here we are speaking of the God whom we love, 

a God who wishes to speak to us. Because of this love, we can take as much time as we need, like every true 

disciple: “Speak, Lord, for your servant is listening” (1 Sam 3:9). 

147. He describes exegesis to understand the principal message so he can present a united message in the 

spirit it was written to teach about God---not theological opinions; if it was written as a summons to praise 

or missionary outreach, let us not use it to talk about the latest news. 

148. The meaning of the text must be related to the teaching of the entire Bible as a whole to prevent 

erroneous or partial interpretations which would contradict other teachings of the same Scriptures.  

 

Personalizing the word 

149. Then the  preacher needs to have a docile and prayerful heart so it will change and renew him and not 

forget that “the greater or lesser degree of the holiness of the minister has a real effect on the proclamation 

of the word”.  As Saint Paul says, “we speak, not to please men, but to please God who tests our hearts” (1 

Th 2:4). . . . The Sunday readings will resonate in all their brilliance in the hearts of the faithful if they have 

first done so in the heart of their pastor. 
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150. Jesus was angered by the Pharisees: “They bind heavy burdens, hard to bear, and lay them on the 

shoulders of others; but they themselves will not lift a finger to move them” (Mt 23:4). The apostle James 

exhorted: “Not many of you should become teachers, my brethren, for you know that we who teach shall be 

judged with greater strictness” (Jas 3:1).. . for it is a living and active word, like a sword “which pierces to 

the division of soul and spirit, of joints and marrow, and discerns the thoughts and intentions of the heart” 

(Heb 4:12). This has great pastoral importance. Today too, people prefer to listen to witnesses: they “thirst 

for authenticity” and “call for evangelizers to speak of a God whom they themselves know and are familiar 

with, as if they were seeing him.  

151. The preacher is not perfect, but keeps growing in the Gospel; What is essential is that the preacher be 

certain that God loves him, that Jesus Christ has saved him and that his love always has the last word; the 

preacher will often feel he falls short, and with an open heart take time to allow it to touch his life . . . Yet if 

he does not take time to hear God’s word with an open heart, if he does not allow it to touch his life, to 

challenge him, to impel him, and if he does not devote time to pray with that word, then he will indeed be a 

false prophet, a fraud, a shallow impostor. But by admitting his lack he can abandon himself to Christ, and . 

. . the Holy Spirit, who inspired the word, “today, just as at the beginning of the Church, acts in every 

evangelizer who allows himself to be possessed and led by him. The Holy Spirit places on his lips the words 

which he could not find by himself”. 

 

Spiritual reading 

152. He recommends . . . what we call lectio divina, prayerful reading of God’s word; and always start with 

the literal text and not adapting Scripture to conform to our own thinking and remember sometimes “even 

Satan disguises himself as an angel of light” (2 Cor 11:14). 

153. In God’s presence it is good to ask,“Lord, what does this text say to me? What is it about my life that 

you want to change by this text? What troubles me about this text? Why am I not interested in this? Or 

perhaps: What do I find pleasant in this text? What is it about this word that moves me? What attracts me? 

Why does it attract me?”  As we listen avoid the temptation to be troubled or burdened or avoid applying it 

to ourselves, or think God is asking too much—which causes us to be troubled and burdened—but we must 

remember he is patient and understands 

 

An ear to the people 

154. The preacher also needs to listen to his people and see what they need; he needs to be able to link the 

message of a biblical text to a human situation, to an experience which cries out for the light of God’s word. 

. . . What we are looking for is “what the Lord has to say in this or that particular circumstance”. . 

. Preparation for preaching thus becomes an exercise in evangelical discernment, in the light of the Spirit to 

determine what people need 

155. In this effort we may need but think of some ordinary human experience such as a joyful reunion, a 

moment of disappointment, the fear of being alone, compassion at the sufferings of others, uncertainty about 

the future, concern for a loved one, etc. But we need to develop a broad and profound sensitivity to what 

really affects other people’s lives. . . . It is possible to start with some fact or story so that God’s word can 

forcefully resound in its call to conversion, worship, commitment to fraternity and service 

 

Homiletic resources 

156. Some preachers pay no attention to how it should be said, that is, the concrete way of constructing a 

sermon; this calls for . . . . responding to the love of God by putting all our talents and creativity at the 

service of the mission and look to the Bible for examples of how to do this . . so as to best to reach people: 

“Speak concisely, say much in few words” (Sir 32:8). 

157. Practical example:  use imagery to clarify a point and relate to everyday life 

158. Paul VI said that “the faithful… expect much from preaching, and will greatly benefit from it, provided 

that it is simple, clear, direct, well-adapted”. 

http://www.vatican.va/holy_father/paul_vi/index.htm
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159. A good homily is positive—ways to do better; if it does draw attention to the negative, it should also 

find the positive and offer hope 

 

IV. Evangelization and the deeper understanding of the kerygma 
160. The Lord’s missionary mandate includes a call to growth in faith: “Teach them to observe all that I 

have commanded you” (Mt 28:20). Hence it is clear that that the first proclamation also calls for ongoing 

formation and maturation. Evangelization aims at a process of growth which entails taking seriously each 

person and God’s plan for his or her life. All of us need to grow in Christ. Evangelization should stimulate a 

desire for this growth, so that each of us can say wholeheartedly: “It is no longer I who live, but Christ who 

lives in me” (Gal 2:20). 

161. this call is not primarily doctrinal formation, but rather should focus on God’s love; “This is my 

commandment, that you love one another as I have loved you” (Jn15:12) and this is best seen in love of 

neighbor (Rom 13:8, 10).  

162. the call to love is always preceded by God’s love in baptism (Mt 28), by grace (Eph 2:8.9) through the 

life of the Holy Spirit (Rom 8:5). 

 

Kerygmatic and mystagogical catechesis 
163. Education and catechesis help us grow in faith and the call of evangelization; he cites two key docs for 

this:  Catechesi Tradendae (1979), the General Catechetical Directory (1997) and others 

164. In catechesis the initial proclamation and kerygma about the Trinity, atonement/crucifixion, Jesus 

present in our lives is to remain the central message repeated again and again in different ways, and so “the 

priest – like every other member of the Church – ought to grow in awareness that he himself is continually 

in need of being evangelized” 

165. The kerygma is most important and deepest reality of catechesis; All Christian formation consists of 

entering more deeply into the kerygma; it needs to express:  God’s saving love which precedes any moral 

and religious obligation on our part; it should not impose the truth but appeal to freedom; it should be 

marked by joy, encouragement, liveliness and a harmonious balance which will not reduce preaching to a 

few doctrines which are at times more philosophical than evangelical. All this demands on the part of the 

evangelizer certain attitudes which foster openness to the message: approachability, readiness for dialogue, 

patience, a warmth and welcome which is non-judgmental. 

166. Catechesis also includes mystagogia which has to do with a progressive formation of the community 

and renewed appreciation of Christian initiation; much development and adaptation are needed for this 

167. Catechesis should focus more on beauty (pulchritudinis); the Gospel is not just right and true, but also 

beautiful and brings a new splendor to life; every expression of beauty leads to an encounter with Jesus; this 

is not an aesthetic relativism but a beauty connected to truth and goodness; so every local church should 

use the arts in evangelization to transmit the faith by a variety of expressions  

168. The morality of catechesis should promote fidelity to the Gospel in an attractive way focusing on the 

positive, joyful message guarding goodness and beauty  

 

Personal accompaniment in processes of growth 

169. In our culture people are both anonymously unknown but also obsessed with morbid details of other 

peoples’ lives—but the Church must make Christ’s personal closeness and holiness apparent to people—he 

calls this a personal accompaniment with Christ that is steady and reassuring    

170. spiritual  accompaniment leads us closer to God and experience true freedom; but those who avoid 

God become orphans, helpless, and homeless; they cease being pilgrims and become self absorbed drifters 

171. He describes a ministry of accompaniment where experienced believers led by the Spirit protect the 

flock from wolves; this involves prudence, listening, compassion, virtue, persistence as we struggle with 

“contrary inclinations”; we need a plan to teach people to progress step by step to maturity 

http://www.vatican.va/holy_father/john_paul_ii/apost_exhortations/documents/hf_jp-ii_exh_16101979_catechesi-tradendae_en.html
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172. Those who accompany others must realize the unique situation before God and the internal mystery of 

grace in every life; we are called to correct others (Mt. 18:15) but without judgment (Mt 7:1, Luke 6:37); we 

invite people to be healed, embrace the cross, leave all behind, and share the Gospel 

173. Genuine spiritual accompaniment is always connected to the mission of evangelization; Paul’s 

relationship with Timothy and Titus provides an example involving rules for their personal lives and 

pastoral activity; missionary disciples accompany missionary disciples  

 

Centered on the word of God 

174.  . . All evangelization is based on the Word of God; the sacred Scriptures are the very source of 

evangelization; we must be trained in the Word of God; The Church does not evangelize unless she 

constantly lets herself be evangelized. It is indispensable that the word of God “be ever more fully at the 

heart of every ecclesial activity”; this involves a close connection of God’s Word with the Eucharist 

 

CHAPTER FOUR, THE SOCIAL DIMENSION OF EVANGELIZATION 

 

176. To evangelize is to make the kingdom of God present in our world. Yet “any partial or fragmentary 

definition which attempts to render the reality of evangelization in all its richness, complexity and 

dynamism does so only at the risk of impoverishing it and even of distorting it”.[140]  

Pope Francis is concerned that we can not leave out the social dimension without distorting the Gospel 

 

I. Communal and societal repercussions of the kerygma 
177. The kerygma has a clear social content: at the very heart of the Gospel is life in community and 

engagement with others. The content of the first proclamation has an immediate moral implication centered 

on charity. 

 

Confession of faith and commitment to society 

178. God’s love confers an infinite dignity, and as the Son of God assumed human flesh means we are taken 

into the heart of God, further, Jesus shedding his blood shows his “boundless love” which ennobles each 

human being. Our redemption has a social dimension because Jesus redeems our relationships in every 

situation and the Holy Spirit is at work penetrating every human situation.  Evangelization is meant to 

cooperate with the Spirit, and so evangelization is directly connected to human advancement, and so in 

our primary response to God we are concerned with others.  

179. This section focuses on the inseparable bond between salvation and fraternal love from Scripture; “As 

you did it to one of these, the least of my brethren, you did it to me” (Mt 25:40);“The measure you give will 

be the measure you get” (Mt 7:2). It corresponds to the mercy which God has shown us: “Be merciful, just 

as your Father is merciful. Do not judge, and you will not be judged; do not condemn, and you will not be 

condemned. Forgive, and you will be forgiven; give, and it will be given to you… For the measure you give 

will be the measure you get back” (Lk 6:36-38); these are all about one of the two great commandments and 

this is why the Church’s mission must involve charity 

 

The kingdom and its challenge 
180. The Gospel is not just about our individual relationship with God, but about the kingdom of God 

(cf. Lk 4:43); it is about loving God who reigns in our world. To the extent that he reigns within us, the life 

of society will be a setting for universal fraternity, justice, peace and dignity. Both Christian preaching and 

life, then, are meant to have an impact on society. We are seeking God’s kingdom: “Seek first God’s 

kingdom and his righteousness, and all these things will be given to you as well” (Mt 6:33). Jesus’ mission 

is to inaugurate the kingdom of his Father; he commands his disciples to proclaim the good news that “the 

kingdom of heaven is at hand” (Mt10:7). 

181. The kingdom involves every dimension of life: all individuals, all areas of community life, all peoples; 

evangelization must involve our personal and social life—it involves all things:  (Eph 1:10). “go into all the 

http://www.vatican.va/holy_father/francesco/apost_exhortations/documents/papa-francesco_esortazione-ap_20131124_evangelii-gaudium_en.html#_ftn140
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world and proclaim the good news to the whole creation” (Mk 16:15), for “the creation waits with eager 

longing for the revealing of the children of God” (Rom 8:19).  

 

The Church’s teaching on social questions 

182. The Church’s teachings . . . are subject to new and further developments and can be open to 

discussion, but it must have concrete, detailed, challenging, practical applications; the church has a right to 

offer opinions to the sciences as they affect people’s lives; religion cannot remain just in the private sphere 

preparing individuals for heaven; there is fulfillment in eternity but God wants his children to be happy in 

this world too, so conversion calls for all aspects of life  “related to the social order and the pursuit of the 

common good”. 

183. Religion is not private; it influences society, national life, civil institutions; “always involves a deep 

desire to change the world, to transmit values, to leave this earth somehow better that we found it. . . . “the 

just ordering of society and of the state is a central responsibility of politics”, the Church “cannot and must 

not remain on the sidelines in the fight for justice” All Christians, their pastors included, are called to show 

concern for the building of a better world. This is essential, for the Church’s social thought: . . .  it offers 

proposals, it works for change, . . .  it unites “its own commitment to that made in the social field by other 

Churches and Ecclesial Communities 

184. These issues have been addressed in the Compendium of the Social Doctrine of the Church, whose use 

and study I heartily recommend. Furthermore, neither the Pope nor the Church have a monopoly on the 

interpretation of social realities . . . as Pope PaulVI said “In the face of such widely varying situations, it is 

difficult for us to utter a unified message and to put forward a solution which has universal validity. This is 

not our ambition, nor is it our mission. It is up to the Christian communities to analyze with objectivity the 

situation which is proper to their own country”  

185. In what follows I intend to concentrate on two great issues . . . the inclusion of the poor in society, and 

second, peace and social dialogue. 

 

II. The inclusion of the poor in society 
186. Our faith in Christ, who became poor, and was always close to the poor and the outcast, is the basis of 

our concern for the integral development of society’s most neglected members. 

 

In union with God, we hear a plea 

187. Every Christian and community is called to liberate the poor and enable them to be fully part of 

society;  Scripture: “I have observed the misery of my people who are in Egypt; I have heard their cry on 

account of their taskmasters. Indeed, I know their sufferings, and I have come down to deliver them… so I 

will send you…” (Ex 3:7-8, 10). Raised leaders to meet their needs (Jg 3:15). Deaf ears result in poor 

person “might cry to the Lord against you, and you would incur guilt” (Dt 15:9). A lack of solidarity 

towards his or her needs will directly affect our relationship with God: “For if in bitterness of soul he calls 

down a curse upon you, his Creator will hear his prayer” (Sir 4:6). The old question always returns: “How 

does God’s love abide in anyone who has the world’s goods, and sees a brother or sister in need and yet 

refuses help?” (1 Jn 3:17). Let us recall also how bluntly the apostle James speaks of the cry of the 

oppressed: “The wages of the laborers who mowed your fields, which you kept back by fraud, cry out, and 

the cries of the harvesters have reached the ears of the Lord of hosts” (5:4). 

188. By grace the Church is called to hear the cry for justice and “respond to it with all her might”; it 

means working to eliminate the structural causes of poverty and development of the poor and daily acts of 

solidarity; solidarity calls for a mindset which thinks in terms of community instead of a few 

189. Solidarity recognizes that social function of property . . . come before private property. Private 

ownership of goods is justified by the need to protect and increase them to better serve the common good, so 

solidarity is a decision to restore to the poor what belongs to them, and this opens the way to other 

structural transformations. 

http://www.vatican.va/roman_curia/pontifical_councils/justpeace/documents/rc_pc_justpeace_doc_20060526_compendio-dott-soc_en.html
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190. Solidarity  is a matter of hearing the cry of the poorest peoples of the earth; respecting human rights 

and the rights of peoples; but human rights should not be used for an unbalanced defense of individual 

rights or rights of richer peoples; the earth is meant for all mankind; the more fortunate should renounce 

some of their rights to place their goods at the service of others 

191. Pastors help Christians hear the cry of the poor; hunger is a result of poor distribution of goods and 

income and made worse by wastefulness  

192. This is not just ensuring nourishment, but about the welfare and prosperity of all peoples including 

access to education, health care, employment; a just wage enables access to goods for common use 

 

Fidelity to the Gospel, lest we run in vain 

193. God’s word calls us to care for the suffering of others:  Blessed are merciful (Mt 5:7). Judgment is 

without mercy to one who has shown no mercy, yet mercy triumphs over judgment” (Jas 2:12-13). “Break 

off your sins by practicing righteousness, and your iniquities by showing mercy to the oppressed” 

(Dan 4:27). “Almsgiving delivers from death, and it will purge away every sin” (Tob 12:9). “Water 

extinguishes blazing fire: so almsgiving atones for sin” (Sir 3:30). “Maintain constant love for one another, 

for love covers a multitude of sins” (1 Pet4:8). This mercy continued in the patristics. 

 194. These verses are clear and need no interpretation—we are called to justice and mercy for the poor; . . 

. For “defenders of orthodoxy are sometimes accused of passivity, indulgence, or culpable complicity 

regarding the intolerable situations of injustice and the political regimes which prolong them” 

195. Saint Paul confirms the key criteria of authenticity is caring for the poor (cf. Gal 2:10). He opposes 

self-centeredness of the pagans; we must not agree to this in our day 

196. Sometimes we are hard-hearted because of “consumption and distraction offered by contemporary 

society”; this leads to a growing alienation at every level.  

 

The special place of the poor in God’s people 

197. God loves the poor:  Jesus himself became poor (2 Cor 8:9). Mary was poor from a fringe area. Jesus 

was born in a manger;. . . his family were ordinary workers; his message spoke of delivering the poor“The 

Spirit of the Lord is upon me, because he has anointed me to preach good news to the poor” (Lk 4:18). He 

said, “Blessed are you poor, yours is the kingdom of God” (Lk 6:20); he made himself one of them: “I was 

hungry and you gave me food to eat”, and he taught them that mercy towards all of these is the key to 

heaven (cf. Mt 25:5ff.). 

198. The Church calls for a preferential option for the poor . .  This is why I want a Church which is poor 

and for the poor. They have much to teach us. Not only do they share in the sensus fidei, but in their 

difficulties they know the suffering Christ. We need to let ourselves be evangelized by them. The new 

evangelization is an invitation to acknowledge the saving power at work in their lives and to put them at the 

center of the Church’s pilgrim way. We are called to find Christ in them, to lend our voice to their causes, 

but also to be their friends, to listen to them, to speak for them and to embrace the mysterious wisdom which 

God wishes to share with us through them. 

199. Our plan is not just activities and programs but considering others one with ourselves; a true concern 

goes beyond appearances to inner beauty; and they must feel at home in every Christian community.  Isn’t 

this approach the most effective presentation of the good news of the kingdom? Otherwise we risk being 

misunderstood. 

200. Regretfully the worst discrimination is lack of spiritual care; The great majority of the poor have a 

special openness to the faith; they need God and we must not fail to offer them his friendship, his blessing, 

his word, the celebration of the sacraments and a journey of growth and maturity in the faith. Our 

preferential option for the poor must mainly translate into a privileged and preferential religious care. 

201. No one can excuse themselves because of their own lifestyle demands-this excuse is commonly heard 

in academic, business or professional, and even ecclesial circles.   None can be exempt from caring for the 

poor; there must be discussion about this with practical effect, be creative in this call 
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The economy and the distribution of income 

202. The structural causes of poverty must be resolved for the good order of society, but because society 

needs to be cured of a sickness; inequality is the root of social ills. 

203. The dignity of each human person and the pursuit of the common good are concerns which ought to 

shape all economic policies.. . Business is a vocation, and a noble vocation, provided that those engaged in 

it see themselves challenged by a greater meaning in life; this will enable them truly to serve the common 

good by striving to increase the goods of this world and to make them more accessible to all. 

204. We cannot trust the market—justice requires a better distribution of income, sources of employment, 

promotion of the poor beyond welfare mentality. . . I am far from proposing an irresponsible populism . . . 

the economy can no longer turn to remedies that are a new poison, such as attempting to increase profits by 

reducing the work force and thereby adding to the ranks of the excluded. 

205. Pray for the lofty vocation of politicians truly concerned with the common good; we need local charity 

in relationships and societal charity in social, economic, and political means; gov’t and financial leaders 

must broaden their horizons being sure that all citizens have dignified work, education and healthcare. Why 

not turn to God and ask him to inspire their plans?  

206. Economy should care for the whole world with each part caring for others; every gov’t must share 

responsibility; a healthy world economy is needed to interact with all . .  with due regard for the sovereignty 

of each nation, ensures the economic well-being of all countries, not just of a few. 

207. Any church community that ignores the social dimension of helping the poor and just criticizes social 

issues and gov’t will easily drift into spiritual worldliness camouflaged by religious practices,  

208. If anyone feels offended by my words, I would respond that I speak them with affection and with the 

best of intentions, quite apart from any personal interest or political ideology. My words are not those of a 

foe or an opponent. I am interested only in helping those who are in thrall to an individualistic, indifferent 

and self-centred mentality to be freed from those unworthy chains and to attain a way of living and thinking 

which is more humane, noble and fruitful, and which will bring dignity to their presence on this earth. 

 

Concern for the vulnerable 

209. Jesus, the perfect evangelizer identifies especially with the little ones (cf. Mt25:40). . . we are called to 

care for the vulnerable of the earth, not the successful and self-reliant  

210. Draw near to new poverty:  the homeless, the addicted, refugees, indigenous peoples, the elderly and 

many others. Migrants is a special one for him and he calls for generous openness; seek cultural synthesis 

and cities which overcome mistrust 

211. Distressed by those who are victims of human trafficking and enslaved; clandestine warehouses and 

prostitution rings exploiting  . . .The issue involves everyone! This infamous network of crime is now well 

established in our cities, and many people have blood on their hands as a result of their comfortable and 

silent complicity. 

212. Doubly poor are those women who endure situations of exclusion, mistreatment and violence, since 

they are frequently less able to defend their rights. Even so, we constantly witness among them impressive 

examples of daily heroism in defending and protecting their vulnerable families. 

213. Unborn children are the most defenceless and innocent among us; unjust laws passed to prevent 

people from protecting them; frequently the Church is ridiculed for defending life but this is needed to 

defend every vulnerable life and human rights;“every violation of the personal dignity of the human being 

cries out in vengeance to God and is an offence against the creator of the individual”.[176] 

214. Because of the value of the human person, the Church cannot be expected to change her position on 

this question. I want to be completely honest in this regard. It is also true that we have done little to 

adequately accompany women in very difficult situations, where abortion appears as a quick solution to 

their profound anguish, especially when the life developing within them is the result of rape or a situation of 

extreme poverty. Who can remain unmoved before such painful situations? 

215. He concludes with environmental exploitation and stewardship of the world including desertification 

of soil, extinction of species, pollution resulting from destroying forests 
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216. Small yet strong in the love of God, like Saint Francis of Assisi, all of us, as Christians, are called to 

watch over and protect the fragile world in which we live, and all its peoples. 

 

III. The common good and peace in society 
217. We have spoken at length about joy and love, but the word of God also speaks about the fruit of peace 

(cf. Gal5:22). 

218. Peace in not just a lack of violence due to dominating power or social structures which silences of 

appeases the poor---the  dignity of the human person and the common good are higher priorities than 

comfort for a few people 

219. Peace is not the absence of warfare by a precarious balance of power---it calls for establishing an 

ordered world willed by God’s plan  

220. Peace calls for every nation to transform their social lives by responsible citizens participating in 

political life as a peaceful culture of encounter 

221. There are 4 pillars of the Church’s social doctrine—principles to guide the development of society 

 

(#1)  Time is greater than space 

222. In the tension between fullness and limitations—time offers a horizon to seek our goals, while the 

present space has limitations; we live between these two realities—so time is greater than space. 

223. The present limitations can be changed by giving Time for processes to change things in the future 

224. He finds many quick-fix ideas for immediately political gains, but he is really concerned about 

initiating processes that will make progress and “attain a full and authentically meaningful existence” 

225. This also applies to evangelization initiating processes and initiating changes in the long run; the 

Lord told the disciples that the Holy Spirit would reveal more in the future than they could now handle 

(John 16:12-13) and he lets the weed grow with the wheat before it is uprooted ((cf. Mt 13:24-30)  

 

(#2)  Unity prevails over conflict 

226. Conflict must be faced, but prolonged conflict causes us to lose perspective and sense of reality 

227. Some people avoid conflict, others embrace it and become imprisoned by it, but the third was is to face 

it head on and resolve it by a new process “Blessed are the peacemakers!” (Mt 5:9). 

228. This calls for us to build communion amid disagreement, and it requires us to go below the surface 

and see others in their deepest dignity, and seeing the principal of unity is greater than conflict; solidarity 

calls us to go beyond conflicts and tensions to achieve diversified and life-giving unity.This is not to opt for 

a kind of syncretism, or for the absorption of one into the other, but rather for a resolution which takes 

place on a higher plane and preserves what is valid and useful on both sides. 

229. This principle, drawn from the Gospel, reminds us that Christ has made all things one in himself: 

heaven and earth, God and man, time and eternity, flesh and spirit, person and society. The sign of this unity 

and reconciliation of all things in him is peace. Christ “is our peace” (Eph 2:14). The Gospel message 

always begins with a greeting of peace, and peace at all times crowns and confirms the relations between 

the disciples. Peace is possible because the Lord has overcome the world and its constant conflict “by 

making peace through the blood of his cross” (Col 1:20). But if we look more closely at these biblical texts, 

we find that the locus of this reconciliation of differences is within ourselves, in our own lives, ever 

threatened as they are by fragmentation and breakdown.[183] If hearts are shattered in thousands of pieces, 

it is not easy to create authentic peace in society. 

230. The message of peace is not about a negotiated settlement but rather the conviction that the unity 

brought by the Spirit can harmonize every diversity. It overcomes every conflict by creating a new and 

promising synthesis. Diversity is a beautiful thing when it can constantly enter into a process of 

reconciliation and seal a sort of cultural covenant resulting in a “reconciled diversity”. As the bishops of 

the Congo have put it: “Our ethnic diversity is our wealth… It is only in unity, through conversion of hearts 

and reconciliation, that we will be able to help our country to develop on all levels”.[184] 
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(#3)Realities are more important than ideas 

231. Ideas can become detached from reality; 3rd principle calls for avoiding rejecting reality: angelic 

forms of purity, dictatorships of relativism, empty rhetoric, objectives more ideal than real, brands of 

ahistorical fundamentalism, ethical systems bereft of kindness, intellectual discourse bereft of wisdom. 

232. Ideas disconnected from realities give rise to ineffectual forms of idealism and nominalism, and avoid 

action; we need reality with reason; nominalism has to give way to reality, otherwise, the truth is 

manipulated, cosmetics take the place of real care for our bodies.; some politicians and religious leaders 

have ideals, logic, rhetoric separated from reality 

233. Realities involve the incarnation of ideas confirmed by this verse:“By this you know the Spirit of God: 

every spirit that confesses that Jesus Christ is come in the flesh is from God” (1 Jn 4:2). The principle of 

reality is essential to evangelization as it requires us to incarnate salvation and inculturate the Gospel in to 

history without pretending to carry out a plan detached from our 2000 year history, or trying to reinvent the 

Gospel without justice, mercy; otherwise we are self-centered Gnostics built on the sand 

 

(#4)The whole is greater than the part 

234. An innate tension also exists between globalization and localization. We need to pay attention to the 

global so as to avoid narrowness and banality. Yet we also need to look to the local, which keeps our feet on 

the ground. Together, the two prevent us from falling into one of two extremes. In the first, people get 

caught up in an abstract, globalized universe, falling into step behind everyone else, admiring the glitter of 

other people’s world, gaping and applauding at all the right times. At the other extreme, they turn into a 

museum of local folklore, a world apart, doomed to doing the same things over and over, and incapable of 

being challenged by novelty or appreciating the beauty which God bestows beyond their borders. 

235. The whole is greater than the part, but it is also greater than the sum of its parts. . . . We constantly 

have to broaden our horizons and see the greater good which will benefit us all. . . We need to sink our 

roots deeper into the fertile soil and history of our native place, which is a gift of God. We can work on a 

small scale, in our own neighborhood, but with a larger perspective. Nor do people who wholeheartedly 

enter into the life of a community need to lose their individualism or hide their identity; instead, they receive 

new impulses to personal growth. The global need not stifle, nor the particular prove barren.(Think 

globally act locally) 
236. Our visual model is not a sphere which requires all to conform in a perfect patter, rather a polyhedron 

which connects all the parts and retains its identity; Pastoral and political activity take their best and fit 

together.  The poor and even those with dubious ideas have something to offer and a universal order 

maintains individuality seeking the common good. 

237. For Christians this  principle calls us to integrate the fullness of the Gospel and embrace scholars, 

workers, businessmen, artists—everyone in expressions of prayer, fraternity, justice, struggle and 

celebration. The Gospel says the Father desires the lost returned to the 99; it calls us to be a leaven 

spreading through all, a city on a hill, a light for all people—until it brings all together in the kingdom. 

 

IV. Social dialogue as a contribution to peace 
238. Evangelization also involves the path of dialogue:  three key areas for human development and 

common good:  the state, the society (culture/science), and other believers; in these dialogues “the Church 

speaks from the light which faith offers” 

239. The Church proclaims “the Gospel of peace” (Eph 6:15) and seeks to work with all national and 

international authorities in safeguarding peace; the new evangelization calls on every baptized person to 

be a peacemaker and a credible witness; dialogue is a form of encounter that can build consensus and 

agreement while seeking the goal of a just, responsive and inclusive society; the whole people—not just a 

single class, minority, group or elite. We do not need plans drawn up by a few for the few, or an enlightened 

or outspoken minority which claims to speak for everyone. It is about agreeing to live together, a social and 

cultural pact. 
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240. It is the responsibility of the State to safeguard and promote the common good of society.[188] Based 

on the principles of subsidiarity and solidarity, and fully committed to political dialogue and consensus 

building, it plays a fundamental role, one which cannot be delegated, in working for the integral 

development of all. This role, at present, calls for profound social humility. 

241. In her dialogue with the State and with society, the Church does not have solutions for every 

particular issue. Together with the various sectors of society, she supports those programs which best 

respond to the dignity of each person and the common good.  

 

Dialogue between faith, reason and science 

242. Dialogue between science and faith also belongs to the work of evangelization at the service of 

peace.[189]Whereas positivism and scientism “refuse to admit the validity of forms of knowledge other than 

those of the positive sciences”,[190] the Church proposes another path, which calls for a synthesis between 

the responsible use of methods proper to the empirical sciences and other areas of knowledge such as 

philosophy, theology, as well as faith itself, which elevates us to the mystery transcending nature and 

human intelligence. Faith is not fearful of reason; on the contrary, it seeks and trusts reason, since “the 

light of reason and the light of faith both come from God”[191]and cannot contradict each other. 

Evangelization is attentive to scientific advances and wishes to shed on them the light of faith and the 

natural law so that they will remain respectful of the centrality and supreme value of the human person at 

every stage of life. All of society can be enriched thanks to this dialogue, which opens up new horizons for 

thought and expands the possibilities of reason. This too is a path of harmony and peace. 

243. The Church is always supportive of science and supports irrefutable findings when sufficiently verified 

as much as “dogma of faith”; at times science has exceeded the limits of its competence and promote an 

ideology, statement, or claim that blocks authentic dialogue    

 

Ecumenical dialogue 

244. Ecumenism is based on Jesus’ prayer that “they may all be one” (Jn 17:21). The credibility of the 

Christian message would be much greater if Christians could overcome their divisions and the Church 

could realize “the fullness of catholicity proper to her in those of her children who, though joined to her by 

baptism, are yet separated from full communion with her”.[192] We must never forget that we are pilgrims 

journeying alongside one another. This means that we must have sincere trust in our fellow pilgrims, putting 

aside all suspicion or mistrust, and turn our gaze to what we are all seeking: the radiant peace of God’s 

face. Trusting others is an art and peace is an art. Jesus told us: “Blessed are the peacemakers” (Mt 5:9). . .  

245. ecumenism can be seen as unity of the human family and the Orthodox and Anglican leaders at the 

synod was a true gift and precious witness 

246. Given the seriousness of the counter-witness of division among Christians, particularly in Asia and 

Africa, the search for paths to unity becomes all the more urgent. Missionaries on those continents often 

mention the criticisms, complaints and ridicule to which the scandal of divided Christians gives rise. If we 

concentrate on the convictions we share, and if we keep in mind the principle of the hierarchy of truths, we 

will be able to progress decidedly towards common expressions of proclamation, service and witness. The 

immense numbers of people who have not received the Gospel of Jesus Christ cannot leave us indifferent. 

Consequently, commitment to a unity which helps them to accept Jesus Christ can no longer be a matter 

of mere diplomacy or forced compliance, but rather an indispensable path to evangelization. Signs of 

division between Christians in countries ravaged by violence add further causes of conflict on the part of 

those who should instead be a leaven of peace. How many important things unite us! If we really believe in 

the abundantly free working of the Holy Spirit, we can learn so much from one another! It is not just about 

being better informed about others, but rather about reaping what the Spirit has sown in them, which is also 

meant to be a gift for us. To give but one example, in the dialogue with our Orthodox brothers and sisters, 

we Catholics have the opportunity to learn more about the meaning of episcopal collegiality and their 

experience of synodality. Through an exchange of gifts, the Spirit can lead us ever more fully into truth and 

goodness. 
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Relations with Judaism 

247. We hold the Jewish people in special regard because their covenant with God has never been revoked, 

for “the gifts and the call of God are irrevocable” (Rom 11:29). The Church, which shares with Jews an 

important part of the sacred Scriptures, looks upon the people of the covenant and their faith as one of the 

sacred roots of her own Christian identity (cf. Rom 11:16-18). As Christians, we cannot consider Judaism 

as a foreign religion; nor do we include the Jews among those called to turn from idols and to serve the true 

God (cf. 1 Thes 1:9). With them, we believe in the one God who acts in history, and with them we accept his 

revealed word. 

248. Christians dialogue and have friendship with the Jews; but we regret the persecutions they have 

endured, especially from Christians 

249. God is working with the Jews and the Church is enriched by their values; some Christian beliefs are 

unacceptable to the Jews, and we must proclaim the Gospel, we can share the Hebrew Scriptures  

 

Interreligious dialogue 

250.  We must have an attitude of openness in truth and in love in the dialogue with  non-Christian 

religions; this is necessary to seek peace in the world; this starts with a conversation about human existence 

and we learn to accept them and their way of thinking; we can then work  for justice and peace which is an 

ethical commitment and new social situations 

251. Friendly and sincere dialogue always brings about proclamation; an easy syncretism ignores realities 

which we cannot change; true openness must remain faithful to one’s deepest convictions but being open to 

understanding those of the other party for mutual enrichment, not a diplomatic false assent 

252. Our relationship with Islam is important because they are present in many traditionally Christian 

countries, where they can freely worship and become fully a part of society; they profess the faith of 

Abraham and adore the one God and retain some teachings about Jesus and Mary.  

253. Suitable training is needed for those who dialogue with Islam to recognize their values and affirm 

shared beliefs; Christians should embrace with affection and respect Muslim immigrants to our countries 

and ask Muslim countries to all Christians freedom to worship 

254. When non-Christians, by God’s gracious initiative, are faithful to their own consciences, they can live 

“justified by the grace of God”, and become associated with the Pascal mystery of Jesus, though their 

practices are not instituted by Christ the Holy Spirit is leading them to forms toward faith  

[International Theological Commission, Christianity and the World Religions (1996), 72: Enchiridion 

Vaticanum 15, No. 1061—note there is no Scriptural verse given to support this] 

 

Social dialogue in a context of religious freedom 

255. Religious freedom and healthy pluralism is a fundamental human right and respects the practice of 

faith in public and avoid discriminating against various beliefs and the agnostic or non-believing minority 

should not impose authoritarian restrictions of the faith of the majority   

256. Intellectuals, journalists and politicians should not justify discrimination of religion; and religious 

classics should not be restricted by myopic rationalism 

257. We also value non-believers who seek the truth, goodness and beauty which have their highest source 

in God; they are allies in defending human dignity and building peaceful coexistence and protecting 

creation; we value the dialogue that can take place between believers and non-believers 

258. Starting from certain social issues of great importance for the future of humanity, I have tried to make 

explicit once again the inescapable social dimension of the Gospel message and to encourage all 

Christians to demonstrate it by their words, attitudes and deeds. 

 

CHAPTER FIVE, SPIRIT-FILLED EVANGELIZERS 
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259. Spirit-filled evangelizers means evangelizers fearlessly open to the working of the Holy Spirit. At 

Pentecost, the Spirit made the apostles go forth from themselves and turned them into heralds of God’s 

wondrous deeds, capable of speaking to each person in his or her own language. The Holy Spirit also grants 

the courage to proclaim the newness of the Gospel with boldness (parrhesía) in every time and place, even 

when it meets with opposition. Let us call upon him today, firmly rooted in prayer, for without prayer all our 

activity risks being fruitless and our message empty. Jesus wants evangelizers who proclaim the good news 

not only with words, but above all by a life transfigured by God’s presence. 

260. In this final chapter, I do not intend to offer a synthesis of Christian spirituality, or to explore great 

themes like prayer, Eucharistic adoration or the liturgical celebration of the faith. For all these we 

already have valuable texts of the magisterium and celebrated writings by great authors. I do not claim to 

replace or improve upon these treasures. I simply wish to offer some thoughts about the spirit of the new 

evangelization. 

261. “spirited” refers to some interior impulse which encourages, motivates, nourishes and gives meaning 

to our individual and communal activity. Spirit-filled evangelization is not the same as a set of tasks 

dutifully carried out despite one’s own personal inclinations and wishes. How I long to find the right words 

to stir up enthusiasm for a new chapter of evangelization full of fervor, joy, generosity, courage, boundless 

love and attraction! Yet I realize that no words of encouragement will be enough unless the fire of the Holy 

Spirit burns in our hearts. A spirit-filled evangelization is one guided by the Holy Spirit, for he is the soul 

of the Church called to proclaim the Gospel. Before offering some spiritual motivations and suggestions, I 

once more invoke the Holy Spirit. I implore him to come and renew the Church, to stir and impel her to go 

forth boldly to evangelize all peoples. 

 

I. Reasons for a renewed missionary impulse 
262. Spirit-filled evangelization balances prayer and work; mystical prayer without missionary outreach 

has no impact, or social or pastoral practices without prayer does not result in conversion; either 

“unilateral” approaches only reach a small number and are incapable of radiating beyond themselves 

because they curtail the Gospel; we must have an deep prayer life or our work is meaningless and we 

become weary and lose our fervor;  “The Church urgently needs the deep breath of prayer, and to my 

great joy groups devoted to prayer and intercession, the prayerful reading of God’s word and the 

perpetual adoration of the Eucharist are growing at every level of ecclesial life.” Still we must reject the 

temptation of a private and individualistic spirituality without charity  or offering our lives to the mission 

and false forms of spirituality 

263. The example of early Christians and the saints of history were filled with joy, courage, and zeal in 

proclaiming the Gospel; some say our times are more difficult—but they forget the Roman empire; Every 

period of history is marked by the presence of human weakness, self-absorption, complacency and 

selfishness, to say nothing of the concupiscence which preys upon us all. This is due to our human 

limitations; things are not harder, just different; let us learn from the saints who confronted problems in 

their day; let’s look further: 

 

Personal encounter with the saving love of Jesus 

264. The primary reason for evangelizing is the love of Jesus which we have received, the experience of 

salvation which urges us to ever greater love of him. If we have lost this desire we need to pray for renewal 

and ask for his grace daily “to open our cold hearts and shake up our lukewarm and superficial existence.” 

This encounter (like Nathaniel-John 1:48) changes us and impels us to share his new life and “we speak of 

what we have seen and heard” (1 Jn 1:3). The best incentive for sharing the Gospel comes from 

contemplating it with love, lingering over its pages and reading it with the heart. If we approach it in this 

way, its beauty will amaze and constantly excite us. But if this is to come about, we need to recover a 

contemplative spirit which can help us to realize ever anew that we have been entrusted with a treasure 

which makes us more human and helps us to lead a new life. There is nothing more precious which we can 

give to others. 
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265. Jesus’ whole life is our example:  dealing with the poor, actions, integrity, generosity, complete self-

giving; this is what we all need, but sometimes we lose our enthusiasm for mission because we forget that 

the Gospel meets our deepest needs that we were created for “friendship with Jesus and love of our brothers 

and sisters.”  If we succeed the Gospel message speaks to the deepest yearnings of people’s hearts; we know 

by the Spirit this desire already exists in our hearts about God, man, and freedom from death and sin and 

this gives us enthusiasm—we have a treasure of life and love that doesn’t disappoint us 

266. But we must constantly be renewed in Christ’s friendship and his message; it is impossible to persevere 

in fervent evangelization without knowing him; we evangelize because life becomes richer and meaningful 

because he is always with us . . .  Unless we see him present at the heart of our missionary commitment, our 

enthusiasm soon wanes and we are no longer sure of what it is that we are handing on; we lack vigor and 

passion. A person who is not convinced, enthusiastic, certain and in love, will convince nobody. 

267. In union with Jesus, we seek what he seeks and we love what he loves. In the end, what we are seeking 

is the glory of the Father; we live and act “for the praise of his glorious grace” (Eph 1:6). If we wish to 

commit ourselves fully and perseveringly, we need to leave behind every other motivation. This is our 

definitive, deepest and greatest motivation, the ultimate reason and meaning behind all we do: the glory of 

the Father which Jesus sought at every moment of his life. As the Son, he rejoices eternally to be “close to 

the Father’s heart” (Jn 1:18). If we are missionaries, it is primarily because Jesus told us that “by this my 

Father is glorified, that you bear much fruit” (Jn15:8). Beyond all our own preferences and interests, our 

knowledge and motivations, we evangelize for the greater glory of the Father who loves us. 

 

The spiritual savor of being a people 

268. The word of God calls us to be in community; we must be close to people’s lives; mission is a passion 

for Jesus and his people; we need  this sense of belonging to understand our deepest identity. 

269. Jesus himself is the model of this method of evangelization which brings us to the very heart of his 

people. How good it is for us to contemplate the closeness which he shows to everyone! If he speaks to 

someone, he looks into their eyes with deep love and concern: “Jesus, looking upon him, loved him” 

(Mk 10:21). We see how accessible he is, as he draws near the blind man (cf. Mk 10:46-52) and eats and 

drinks with sinners (cf. Mk 2:16) without worrying about being thought a glutton and a drunkard himself 

(cf. Mt 11:19). We see his sensitivity in allowing a sinful woman to anoint his feet (cf. Lk 7:36-50) and in 

receiving Nicodemus by night (cf. Jn 3:1-15).   The cross is the ultimate example of how much Jesus cares 

and by his example we reach others, listen to them, help them spiritually and materially, commit to building 

a new world—not out of obligation, but by a personal decision of love 

270. we can be tempted to avoid Jesus’ example to care for others, but he wants us to do the same and he 

wants us to avoid our safe niches and stop looking for ways of avoiding this “maelstrom of human 

misfortune” and let our lives become “wonderfully complicated”  

271. Our witness to the world calls for us to give reasons for our hope with “gentleness and respect” (1 

Pet 3:15) and “if possible, so far as it depends upon you, live peaceably with all” (Rom 12:18). We are also 

told to overcome “evil with good” (Rom 12:21) and to “work for the good of all” (Gal 6:10). Far from 

trying to appear better than others, we should “in humility count others better” than ourselves (Phil 2:3). 

The Lord’s apostles themselves enjoyed “favor with all the people” (Acts 2:47; 4:21, 33; 5:13).; this call to 

be humble in the world is not a pastoral option or an idea of the Pope, but clear Scriptural directives  

272. Loving others is a spiritual force drawing us to union with God; indeed, one who does not love others 

“walks in the darkness” (1 Jn 2:11), “remains in death” (1 Jn 3:14) and “does not know God” (1 

Jn 4:8). Benedict XVI has said that “closing our eyes to our neighbour also blinds us to God”,[209]  If we 

want to advance in the spiritual life, then, we must constantly be missionaries. The work of evangelization 

enriches the mind and the heart; it opens up spiritual horizons; it makes us more and more sensitive to the 

workings of the Holy Spirit, and it takes us beyond our limited spiritual constructs. . . . We do not live better 

when we flee, hide, refuse to share, stop giving and lock ourselves up in own comforts. Such a life is nothing 

less than slow suicide. 
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273. My mission of being in the heart of the people is not just a part of my life or a badge I can take off; it 

is not an “extra” or just another moment in life. Instead, it is something I cannot uproot from my being 

without destroying my very self. I am a mission on this earth; that is the reason why I am here in this world. 

We have to regard ourselves as sealed, even branded, by this mission of bringing light, blessing, enlivening, 

raising up, healing and freeing. All around us we begin to see nurses with soul, teachers with soul, 

politicians with soul, people who have chosen deep down to be with others and for others. But once we 

separate our work from our private lives, everything turns grey and we will always be seeking recognition 

or asserting our needs. We stop being a people. 

274. To do this we have to value every person and not favor them for their looks, abilities or any other 

human reason—God is in all people, and Jesus gave his life for them; challenge to help just 1 person 

 

The mysterious working of the risen Christ and his Spirit 

275.  In the second chapter, we reflected on that lack of deep spirituality which turns into pessimism, 

fatalism, and mistrust. Some people do not commit themselves to mission because they think that nothing 

will change and that it is useless to make the effort. They think: “Why should I deny myself my comforts and 

pleasures if I won’t see any significant result?” This attitude makes it impossible to be a missionary. It is 

only a malicious excuse for remaining caught up in comfort, laziness, vague dissatisfaction and empty 

selfishness. It is a self-destructive attitude, for “man cannot live without hope: life would become 

meaningless and unbearable”.[211] If we think that things are not going to change, we need to recall that 

Jesus Christ has triumphed over sin and death and is now almighty. Jesus Christ truly lives. Put another 

way, “ if Christ has not been raised, then our preaching is in vain” (1 Cor 15:14). The Gospel tells us that 

when the first disciples went forth to preach, “the Lord worked with them and confirmed the message” 

(Mk 16:20). The same thing happens today. We are invited to discover this, to experience it. Christ, risen 

and glorified, is the wellspring of our hope, and he will not deprive us of the help we need to carry out the 

mission which he has entrusted to us. 

276. Christ’s resurrection continues today when all seems dead, God raises up new life  

277. In other cases failure and human weakness dominate and a chronic discontent, careerism, or a thirst 

for recognition  hides the Gospel   

278. Faith also means believing in God, believing that he truly loves us, that he is alive, that he is 

mysteriously capable of intervening, that he does not abandon us and that he brings good out of evil by his 

power and his infinite creativity. It means believing that he marches triumphantly in history with those who 

“are called and chosen and faithful” (Rev17:14). Let us believe the Gospel when it tells us that the kingdom 

of God is already present in this world and is growing, here and there, and in different ways: like the small 

seed which grows into a great tree (cf. Mt 13:31-32), like the measure of leaven that makes the dough rise 

(cf. Mt 13:33) and like the good seed that grows amid the weeds (cf. Mt 13, 24-30) and can always 

pleasantly surprise us. The kingdom is here, it returns, it struggles to flourish anew. Christ’s resurrection 

everywhere calls forth seeds of that new world; even if they are cut back, they grow again, for the 

resurrection is already secretly woven into the fabric of this history, for Jesus did not rise in vain. May we 

never remain on the sidelines of this march of living hope! 

279. This section continues on the theme of faith and believing that God sees all and our work for him is not 

in vain—God will bear fruit (cf. Jn 15:5)in his good time 

280. We keep our missionary fervor alive by trusting the Holy Spirit who “helps us in our weakness” 

(Rom 8:26), but we also have to nourish our relationship with the Spirit and let him heal and lead us 

 

The missionary power of intercessory prayer 
281. One key form of prayer for evangelization is intercessory prayer; St. Paul’s example of constant prayer 

shows us the importance of this(Phil 1:4, 7).  

282. This prayer leads to constant gratitude and prayerfully thanking God for others  (Rom 1:8). (1 

Cor 1:4); (Phil 1:3).  
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283. The great men and women of God were great intercessors; this achieves his power, his love and his 

faithfulness that are shown ever more clearly in the midst of the people. 

 

II. Mary, mother of evangelization 
284. With the Holy Spirit, Mary is always present and she as Mother of the Church prayed with the 

disciples for the Holy Spirit (Acts 1:14) which resulted in the missionary outburst at Pentecost.  

 

Jesus’ gift to his people 

285. Jesus’ mother is a gift to the Church; this sections gives examples of her present at the crucifixion and 

giving her to the Church through John (Jn 19:26-27). And her example is a model for us  

286. This section continues to show so many examples of Mary in the life of Jesus, and she has a 

relationship in history to all the places the Gospel went bringing new children of God  

 

Star of the new Evangelization 

287. Mary’s example of guidance on a journey by the Holy Spirit leads us to ask her to intercede for 

today’s Church along the journey of evangelization  

288.  There is a Marian “style” to the Church’s work of evangelization. Her example of love, tenderness, 

humility, virtues, contemplation, faithful, just, discernment, service causes us to look to Mary as a model of 

evangelization-- Our Lady of Help, and with her we advance confidently 

 

Mary, Virgin and Mother,/you who, moved by the Holy Spirit/welcomed the word of life/in the depths of 

your humble faith:/as you gave yourself completely to the Eternal One,/help us to say our own “yes”/to the 

urgent call, as pressing as ever,/to proclaim the good news of Jesus./Filled with Christ’s presence,  

you brought joy to John the Baptist,/making him exult in the womb of his mother./Brimming over with 

joy,/you sang of the great things done by God./Standing at the foot of the cross with unyielding faith, 

you received the joyful comfort of the resurrection, and joined the disciples in awaiting the Spirit 

so that the evangelizing Church might be born. Obtain for us now a new ardor born of the resurrection, that 

we may bring to all the Gospel of life which triumphs over death. Give us a holy courage to seek new paths, 

that the gift of unfading beauty may reach every man and woman. Virgin of listening and contemplation, 

Mother of love, Bride of the eternal wedding feast, pray for the Church, whose pure icon you are, that she 

may never be closed in on herself or lose her passion for establishing God’s kingdom. Star of the new 

evangelization, help us to bear radiant witness to communion, service, ardent and generous faith, justice 

and love of the poor, that the joy of the Gospel may reach to the ends of the earth, illuminating even the 

fringes of our world. Mother of the living Gospel, wellspring of happiness for God’s little ones, pray for us 

Amen. Alleluia! 

  

Given in Rome, at Saint Peter’s, on 24 November, the solemnity of Our Lord Jesus Christ, King of the 

Universe, and the conclusion of the Year of Faith, in the year 2013, the first of my Pontificate. 

FRANCIS 

 

 


